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By Stie McClung·
In an effort to compete with
the· UN H Bookstore and
Durham Book Exchange, the
owner of Town and Campus
store has requested a list of
-textbooks professors will need
for next semester.
Jesse Gangwer, Town and
Campus owner, has not yet
taken any definite steps toward
renovating the store to ·make
space for the textbooks.
The main factor influencing
his tentative plans will be the
decision on whether or not to
contract out the UNH
Bokstore.
"Competition is good · for
business," Gangwer said. 'The
more people there are selling
the same items, the greater the
possibility that prices will be
'
lower."
Gangwer :first considered
opening a bookstore when he
noticed the UN H Bookstore
had begun selling products that
Town and Campus normally
carries, such as sweatshirts and
glassware . .
He said if he did open a
STORE, page 7 .
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One thousand and eighty-six pints of blood were donated at this weeks Red Cross Blood Drive at
.
.
UNH by 1266 students, staff and faculty~ (Jim Millard photo) .
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Frate rnitie s comb at imag e
By Dan Landrigan
The poster reads, "Forget,
what you thi,nk you know
about Jraternities and see them ,
as they really are." In the .
opinion of most fraternities on
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By Greg Flemming
UNH will have to wait a little
longer for its next President. ·
The Presidential Search
Committee is "continuing" it's
review of the candidates and
will announce the decision in .
the ."near future", committee .
chairman Stuart Shaines said
- ·
yesterday.
The committee first planned·
to give the University System
Board of Trustees a decision
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·september I. They later set
yesterday's 'Board meeting as a
'
date.
"I am aware of the anxiety
the University community is
feeling," Shaines said. He said
the committee 'is working to
make its decision in a
"respons~ble and timely"
manner.
In other business yesterday,
the Board:
--Said it will seek bids from
businesses interested in
running UNH's bookstore,
despite a student request that
the bidding pro_cess be delayed.
--Gave final approval to a
contract between UNH and the
Cooperative Alliance for
Seacoast Transportati on
(COAST) for running the Kariy ah bus system.
--Approved the appointment
of Stephen J. Kleinschuster as
new dean of the College of Life
· Sciences and Agricµlture.
Student Body President
Jamie Rock asked the Board of
Trustees to delay th·e bidding
process for a privately run
bookst.ore t,mtil January 1 so
there · could be a "more
. thorough ~tudy" of the UNH
bookstore . .
· Rock, citing a resolution
passed Sunday by the Studenf
Senate, proposed that a
committee look into four
factors: the location of the
UNH Bookstore, faculty . and

TRUSTEES, pag~·7 .· ·.·.·.'

campus ·their image is on a
.
positive swing.
; : pespite problems ~with the
University policies regarding
hazing and parties, and some
internal problems at individual
houses, the opinion of many
officers in the greek sy~tem is
that at UNH fraternities are
growing more powerful and
.
more responsible.
P~te B~own, Ac~cia
president, said he would hke to
see a more · powerful greek ·
system, "Jike those in the
midwest. The formation of the
Greek Senate is a positive step
and a signal to the University
that we 're getting organized."
Acacia, according to Brown-,
has had its share of trouble in
the · past, The fraternity was
thrown off campus for three
years and at their first bid night

party they ca u~eo $3000 worth
of damage to the alumni center.
They · -were on probation for
that until this ·semester, said

FRATERNITY , page
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Frai
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By Mary Penny
Students should be more
concerned with the dorm
damage bills they pay each
year. University officials arid
student leaders . agree - and
they may be paying too much.
"Students need to be made
aware of dorm damages, but
also of the costs they are being
billed," said Roy. Lenardson,
· Student 8ody Vice President.
A Student Senate committee
will be looking at dorm damage
this year with Assistant
Director of Residential Life
A_n thony Zizos, who agreed
with Lenardson.
"Students should be
concerned about · dollar value
and damage in the building," ·
Zizos said. ~'The key word is
awareness.. As a residential
community, students should
.
take action:" According· .to at least one
University worker, students
pay more than their share of
dorm damage costs.
The worker, who wished to
remain anonymous, said
repairs- aren't always made as
well as they could be. Some
workers work slowly on
purpose, the worker .s aid,
wastin_g the University's time
and students' money.
But another · worker, who
also asked to remain
anonymous, said most workers .
·
at UNH work efficiently.
When any damage occurs, a
maintenance request is made.
A worker is dispatched_to the
location, according to Joanne
Eaton, dispatch supervisor.
When Maintenance is sent to
the location, it is up to them to
decide whether the damage was .
due to negligence. Wor!<,ers are

By Dan Landrigan
An incident report filed _last
week charges Kappa Sigma
Fraternity with a violation of
University rule 12.5-3, respect
for others, according to Renee
RULE, page 6
·. DAMAGE, pa·ge 10

Stud~nt Body President Jamie Rock addresses the ·Board of Trustees at Thursday afternoon's
•.
i ~
~ , .
, ,
· -_ .
meetmg.· (Dorian Stonie photo)
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others, Forbes said. ·
The aim of the bookstore, he
The red, white and blue sign
on the wall proclaims: Don't ;.says, is to ~erve the students
and UNH community
give up the ·ship.
UNH Bookstore Manager academically . .
"I believe in keeping. th~
.J ohn Maier is trying to live by
that motto these days, but it academic standards up at UNH
and the Bookstore · is part of
isn't easy.
· Maier, 38 ~ is · now under that. ,I will work in any college
heavy pressure to explain why . that puts education ahead of
· the Bookstore lost $ I03,000 the profit."
Maiei·, who has worked at
last year when it was supposed
to- be turning a 4.5 percent the Bookstore f qr 11 years; has
profit. Because of the deficit,
University System of New .
Hampshire Trustees recommend this fall that a nonUniversity firm take over ·
Bookstore • operations on a

· By Julie Hanauer

·H omecom ing ~eeting
-~_There will be a Homecoming organizational meeting .
Saturday, Sept. 24, at 4 p.m. in the Hillsborough Rm. of the
~U~. This _year's the_me is "2001 - A UNH Odyssey."Even ts
will mclude a bonfire, pep rally, cheering contest, float
contest, and parade.

Study abroad
Coordinators for study abroad opportunities will be
available in the-Forum Rm. ofthe Dimond L,ibrary, Tuesday
Sept. 27, at 7 p.m: for student advising.

·,

.•

~

,•

managed it for the last two. Buf
he's been involved in retailing
"'as far back . as I· can
remember," he says.
Growing up ·tn Melrose and
Rockport, Mass., Maier
worked · at various stores
eventualiy .managing depart- .
ments in a country store in
Rockport. It was there he
learned about di~plays and
..
promoting sales. ..
MAIER, page 9

lensed basis.

But .Maier can account ·for ·
the money lost. The .Durham
Book Exchange captured 25
· percentof the Bookstore's sales
when it opened two years ago.
·Maier says some of those text
book sales have been
The New Hampshire Federation of Garden Clubs, Inc. is
recovered.
offering scholarships to students at UNH who are studying
Money was also invested in
.
.
:Resea.rch
Lilac
Plant Science, Land Design, Forestry and
and new merchanadvertising
·
Applicants must have a B av~rage and be juniors, seniors, ·
beginning to pay
are
which
dise
from
obtained
be
may
or graduate students. Information
affic int_he store
Tr_
year.
this
off
Deap Blanchard at Taylor Hall.
. is up 33 percent daily and -by
Sept. 14 ·sales equaled last
September's total for the
month.
Meanwhile specifications for
leasing bids have been drawn
up by -Maier .and Director of
Dr. Warren Hamilton, a research geologist and lec;turer,
Administrati ve Services,
will address a meeting of the earth sciences department Sept.
Phyllis Forbes, to whom Maier
23 at 3:30 p.m .. in James Hall, rm: 119. He will speak on plate
reports. The bid specifications
·
tetonics.
· outlining the requirements for
John, Maier in his office. in the UNH bookstore.- (Jim
running the bookstore will be
photo)
Millard·
.
sent to companies like Barnes
and Nobles and four or five

Plant science scholars hips

Earth sciences lecture

Agri~ult ura_l courses _offered '

Clim bing is all

•

the fami ly

A series of non-credit courses to train new farmers will be .
offered through the Division of Continuing Education, the
Thompson School a-nd the Univer$ity . .S.y,stem..S~hooLfor
~
Lifelong Learning. ·
The courses will meet one evening a week for five week,s
. the first ma~ to teach. the ·peak decision to transfer. "The
By Kim Platt
with one Saturday field trip and can be taken individually or·
Norbu Tenzing is a popular of Mount Everest is living in a people are real easy to get along
as part of a Small Farm Technology Certificate Program.
man: In his homeland, India, dorm, eating dining hall food with," he said. He has found the
The cost is $45 per course plus a $5 registration fee. For
. students friendly · and has
people. watch him closely: and cramming for exams;
more information call 862-1025.
Norbu is a liberal arts major already made new friends .
- When some Americans hear his
Not only is he a member of
name, they get a sudden urge to at UNH. Preferring the quiet, ·
naturalistic setting of Durham the UNH Alpine Club and
run to the mountains. Why?'
In May of 1953 Tenzing to the crazy confusion of the · "thinking of joining a ,
- Nor gay, N orbu 's father, city, he transferred · this fraternity", but he.also plans on
climbed to the top ,o f Mc;mnt semsester from Manhattanville ctes.1gning his ~wn maJor
combining busine~s and art,
Everest. He and Sirl Edmund College in New York . ..
a
than
less
is
it
Although
specifically geared toward the
to
men
fiht
the
-became
Hillary
Marine pollution will be the topic of a one-day conference
semester,
the
into
month
travel business. N orbu is being
su·mmit.
the
reach
successfully
·
Wednesday, Sept. 28 in rm. 1925 of the Elliott AlumniCenter
spo,nsored by the U.S. travel
year old son of . · Norbu is pleased with hi
20
the
Now,
.
in Durham.business Lindblade, who are
The conference, sponosred by the UN H / University of
helping him a~hieve his goals.
on
Maine Sea Grant _Marine Advisory Program, will focus
He plans on finishing his
current research efforts in the marine pollution field.
studies and
undergraduate
more
For
Pre-registration is encouraged as space is limited.
graduate · studies at
possibly
· information call 862-1255.
UNH. He then hopes to attain a
position in the travel business.
Although N orbu considers
moun·tain climbing a "challen- ·
ging" hobby, there is "no· way"
that. he would follow in his
father's· footsteps and . try to
make a living out of it. For him,
the enJoyment of climbing is
secondary to ·his other goals.
Sept.
disease
periodontal
on
Channel 11 will air -a program
"It's nature, a challenge,"' he
24, at 6 p.m. Dr. Kathleen Swallow, Ph.D., industrial chemist
said. "It's (the mountain)
and graduate of M.l:T., will moderate a discussion of this
there." That's all.
disease with board-certified Portsmouth periodontist
Besides climbing, he also
registered
Knauss,
Bernard . Lowewenthal and Janet
enjoys rugged hiking trips· and
·
hygienist. ·
dqwnhill skpng iri · New
England.
N orbu, originally from
Napole, went to high school in

in

Marine pollutio n conferen ce

_P eriodont al program on
Channel 11

India and· came to America in

Weather
Today will be partly sunny with a 30 percent of showers-,
highs will be in the 60s. Tonight will . be clear · with
temperatures in the lower 30s.-Saturday will be fair with highs
·
·
in the 50s.
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1981 .
In India Norbu and his
family were celebrities. "People
were constantly coming to the
house ... and everything I -(lid I
No~~~ T~~zing ,in his room in Smith Hall. (Jim Millard photo)
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Barbara Bayerle (left) and Margo Huntington (right) had coffee together at the non,-traditiorial' :~tudent center -in Underwood House on Tuesday afternoQn. (Amy Hunter p~ot.o)' , _ ·
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Kilbride, director of Kari~Van · run would .have ort oiher ··runs.
.
By Nancy Kaplan
•Kilbride said in this case the
KaH-Vans are running under - services.
other D_over-Poits mouth . runs
_
the
cut
to
decision
Kilbride's
.
16,
Sept.
signed
contract,
ne,w
.a
which_forced the elimination of -ruris rtstilted from : "low weren't affected. ' Kilbride 'said she hasn't
some <funs. Run~ to the ridership, basica_lly, the average
P:ortsqiouth Naval Shipyard \jeing possibly three people pe_r received· any phone calls. in
respons_e to t9e cutback wh1cli
and weekend midnight r.uns· to run.,,
1§ been in effect since the
,hflthe
r~views
she
said
She
Doyer ' and Portsmouth were
1
_.
eliminated under the new routes ever-y se~er ·· ari"'"d -· .
, ,.c.~ ntrad; :. according to Nancy compares the affect cutting a CONTRAC T, page 5 _

-~ T~_e Inquiring Photographer

Photos by Jim Millard

Hvw do you think the recent-construction ha$ affected-the
' ~
looks of the campus?
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in the past, but students found
Bv Andrea DesJardins
Non-tr~ditiona J s_tudents- at it inconvenient- to att~nd. They
UNH now have a student hope that _with everything in
one central location they will be
center for themselves. .
Because non-traditi onal able to use the resources.
students tend to be older and · The Center w i I I be
more - externally established · cooperativel y run by a board of
than traditional students, advisors consisting oHour nonspecial problems " arise which traditional students and several
normal campus facilities~ are faculty_ and staff members. The
board will be responsible for
: not designed to deal with. _
planning and implementin g the
Nonfor
Center
The
Traditional Students, located - programs.
Student inter.n board
in · Underwood l_-Iouse on
, Rosemary Lane, is specially member Charlene Curtis is
-designed to provide _services "anxious to· get the programs
aimed toward these students. - · started. Then; cl.re,,,, endless
The Center provides an opportunitie s, but we ·need
infoqnal atmosphere for non student input."
Curtis, a senior social work
traditional students to socialize
says she was unaware of major,
There
another.
and meet one
are plans --to provid·e a _ the progFam u~til last August,
· babysitting co-op, information · and she believes it's a "good
of the University and financial way to meet other people like
aid, and an on campus study me. I didn-'t realize there were
facility complete with so many_ non traditional
students at UNH."
typewriters ·and a reference
The Center met with some
.
library.
There are aiso plans to form · oppos1t1on · before bei-ng
s4pport groups to help ease -approved. One of the problems
their transition back into the it faced · was whether non
· educational s.e tt,ing. ; ST·UDENTS , Page 18
_ There were similar p.rograms

Park ing com mitt ee
discusst?s. plan s _-·
_
would be responsible for
- By Karin Reynolds . _
A :•p·ossible shuttle bus which · making _ sure that service .
would carry faculty and staff vehicles parked only in areas
members from A-Lot, near the designated for their use.
A suggestion that a shortUNH field house, to the center
parking lot be established
term
discussed
was
campus,
of
Thursday -.aUL., Bl_~t~ng, ,of the was brpught up by committee
Parking and · Traffic .Commit- member Professor John Voll.
··A short-term parking lot
t-ee . .
- Professor Joseph Batcheller, 'would benefit those faculty
temporary chairman of the members who need to be on
committee discussed the shuttle campus for duties that would
conjunction with alternat2 not exceed two to three .hours . . ·
Jt _would eliminate the problem
parking facilities· for UNH
of trying to find a parking space
, faculty and staff members.
in the. _middle of the day. _The
A c c or d i n g t o_ C a r o I
Bergstrom, assistant director of
P~RKING, page 19
public safetyr surveys were
distributed among faculty and
staff members regarding the
shuttle. Results indicated that
interest in the Kari-Van shuttle
is low. The committee is
looking for possible incentives
to increase interest in the
shuttle service.
There was some confusion
over what to- do with F-Lot,
By ,Robi"n P-eters
located just beyond the KariVan offices. ·
- Student Body President
_ Ber:gstrom said there are
staff and faculty members -who - Jamie Rock read a· resolution ·
to the Academic Senate this
are ••absolutely furious" that
there are ten parking spaces in . week requesting a delay in the
bidding process on, the UNH ·
F-Lot that ·are reserved for
·
Bookstore.
service v e hi c 1es On 1y.
The request is an effort to
Ap-pareIJ,tly service vehicles are
gain support for the ·student
parking in spaces designated
opinion that the Bookstor:e
for staff and faculty only, while
should not be contracted out.
spaces reserved for the service
- l__Phyllis Forbes, director of _
vehicles remain empty:
Administrati ve Services, spoke
••service vehicles are
defensive ly about the
permitted to park in any legal
Bookstore situation. ••up until
space. They are not liable for
fiscal year '82, we had
parking violations by parking
comfortable. profits," she said.
in a faculty /staff space,"
Bergstrom said. She added that - Forbes pointed out just_Iast
service vehi-cles are , n;ot · year that the Bookstore took
loss. ·
permitted to park in fire lanes,
••The Trustees wanted us to
in handicapped parking spaces,
·make a 5.5 percent profit. We
or on ·the grass.
Th e c O m m i t t e e a I s O - had to ·invest a lot in
merchandisi ng and advertis'discussed the idea of converting
ing," she said. ,_,
F- Lot into a supervised

in

JAYNE LISTON, '84 _
RONDA SCHUFFM AN, '86 DAVE O'NEILL, '84
lt.s something that has to be
It 'II look good when its
I think its a hazard. -I want
to know where they got the · done. They've got ropes up so it done, but I don't know what it's
money to do ft-and why they're doesn't look neat now, but it for. Mosi ofmy classes are near
not spending it 'On_ something will hopefully look good when T-Hall and I live on Main St.
· But I know I'd be inconvenelse. Why didn't they do it over its over.
ienced if I was living in a dorm
the summer so . they're not
back.
in
up.
waking me

RON CHRISTIE; '86
GIL_ ADAMS, '84
BOB PERREAUL T, '84
In places at times I have to go
When I first came·back 1 was
· You've got "to .realize what's
going o·n. They 're got shocked. I hope it's better fo,r -around_-it: Whenever they qo
renovation_s to do. So far it · Hqme-coming. You asspciate tonstr-u:cti on _they make
&NH ·as a mice campus. -Its· U,', improvemen ts f<Jr-~ us. There's
hasn't bothered me.
getting . the.r<;~sl9wly. ~ ,: , ...• ,_ - . always a way µround it. (;onant'.
_
·:i~ue~n inconvenien ce for t

Report e_d !f h.y :tl Beth Germa ~~

Req uest
·for bid
dela y

a

la~ki_J?~--

_1~1; ~~-~e=-_s~~!~~~~o~ cc~-~~~~~~~ '-p_a~~---7- _ ________<
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. home vi_ewing __qf_ the program - advisor ·iri Vietna~ during the
Through the Univer.s ity , an~ arr additioiuit, 18 hours of crisis. "He - 'is ·now - working
System's School for LifeJong _d _a:ssroom .. disc,lissiori, i~cor'" . toward~ 9.octorate in sociology
. Learning, students will · be ,· porate9 · into five 3 ho11r · at ·uNH.
earning college credits. whjle semipar ·sessions.". ·
The · ,I 3 ~eek program is ,
viewing · a documentary on · · The object of the course, being taught focally at Pease
Vietnam.
Hapgood·· saiq, "is for students Ajr~Force Base and also in six
.
In cooperation with the to get a better idea of the early other loca,tio'ns throughounhe
,
School of Lifelong Lea-ming, history of Vietnam· and to put state.' In addition, it is being
Jc,
o
_
ntinued
from page 2 )
.
1
Durham's Public television together the facts to coµie to carried out in "Maine:,
h~d _.t o think of
fatlier,"he reputation follc_>w·s him
station Channel 11 will their owri conclusions about Vermont, Massachusetts, · and
said. "Society is' s-6 r~~;t ricted in wherever he goes, he said it was
premiere "Vietman: A _.thes,ituation.i_'
.
other states across the
India.lhadtogetbysociety's .-notaspresentintheU.S.<lsit
Television _ History' 1 on _ Thec_ours~1sbemgtaughtby , coun_try," Hapgopd said:
rules." :'·
was· in lndia. Also, he noticed
· . He ,said,_ that - in .India _tl-i'e that pe-ople in NH recogn1ied
Tuesday, October 4 at 9 p.m. · Ray Helgem~oe, a former Naval_
The program is . a co, ., cultural , ties' are strongest. _ hi~ i:ia~e . more often , tp~n
production of . the Pub'lic
Technology is ·n ot dominant as peopleJ n N~w York . Last year
Broadcasting system and
it is in ·the U.~. "The culture · he was eveq aske9 to speak in
WGBH, its Boston branch,
,
.
. prev.el!ted rrieJrom doing what Canada to promote the ·
1 :wlnted/' he said:
_ Canadians' assent of Mount :
according to Dorothy Murphy,
· public information manager at
~
_
: : In the U.S~ "any individual · Everest.
.
.
Channel l l.
h_a s the right to do what );le
He has chmbed 19,000 feet
France and Great -Britain
· ,
,~wants." Althouglf -chapging up Mount ·Everest . with his
-bS'ince
heto - .cultures was a "majpr bla's t"to . · · 1at
~ h er twice,
.
. .19 70 and
Were also--- i·nvolv~d
"' -i·n -maki·ng By Julie Hanauer
d
h was forced
G
once m
the film which has "already
,Expansion · plans for Tin ~ an on t · ose plans . _angwer .-- Norbu, he loves thefreedom in once in 1978. He loved the fact
been shown with popular Palace w~re killed Wednesday mte nd s. to do some mternal America _and is enjoying that "you;re fighting· nature'. "
His comment on the trip was
succe_ss" in Great Britain, she .at -~ Durham Zo~ing Board of renovatmg a nd 1 add some new himself.
·
' Adjustment meetmg.
-· entrees to th e menu..: between
· Although · his · father's that "it's cold in Everest."
said.
, . :.
now and next fall.
The documentary .wa-s "six
·
years ✓in ._ the ,IP-aking", and
The Board voted 3-~ to deny
"ex.,p-Iores French. and. · owner Je~se Gangw~rs appeal
Amer'i'can · involvement in of ~ _previou~ Plannmg _Board
Vietnam, going back nearly 30 _ decision agam~t expansion of
years" she _said.
' _ the Ballard Road restaurant
The program . i_nc.lydes film - and lounge.
clips of -presidential speeches
dealing with the Vietn~m issue . . Both boards . turned down
and "interviews with more tha,n Gangwe_t's expansion plans
~
too· Vi'etname:s e ·c itizens, because _in Durham expanding
a
business
where
;alcohol
is
American veterans, and
Vietnamese soldiers," Murphy consumed on premises is not
allowed within 250 feet of a
said:
.
·
She added that t~rogram . residential zone. Fairchild and
10 a.m. and p.m.
"traces every aspect of the Huddleston Halls are across
Vietnam C·risis, and is the street from Tin Palace.
considered the most ambitious
Gantz;wer- proposed adding a .
documentary:ever filmed." ~
- E Harold
Hapgood, Liasonj second level of dining ·. at Tin
· Officer from the School of Pal~ce and conyerH,ng Hie mam
Lifelong J.;-earn.ingf -~~id;· fhe floor into a reta"il lfosiri~ss "oL
. . course consists ·of '"'13 hours of iome sort," he .said.

By Palty Doyle
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Brid-g jng the language gap ,

FRIDAY,; September 23

Juliette Dubois, a member of
Unprepared for entrance mto
By Barbara Devanna
college level -foreign language the steering committee· of the
MEN'S TENNIS: VS .. Maine. Field House Tennis CQurts, 3 p.m. ·
Foreign language and
·
at
teacher
and
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "Children of change." Micheal
association
new
course.
literature teachers in New
Kalinowski will discuss the influence of fathers on children. To
''When I transferred -from Oyster River High School, said
, Hampshire have formed a one
register contact the Division of Continuing Education, 862-2015:
high school to anoth_er I there ·were many ·g oals
professional associa1ion. The
·
Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m.
established by the committee
language
French
the
found
association, one of 80 similar
the
of
support
the
as
program in the .new school such
SATURDAY, ·September 24
groups forming nationwide, is much more difficult," said · community for foreign
being funded by the National
of
integration
French language c,tnd the
fOq_TBALL: vs. Holy Cross. Cowell Stadium,, 1 p.m.
Edowmenf for the Humanities, Janet Morley, a schools new techniques into classroom
the ,Rockefeller Foundation, student. "Some high
more advanced instruction. One example is
SUNDAY, _Septe~ber 25
a n d t he Un i v frs i t y of had reachedother schools were using computers to teach
levels while
Pennsylvaqja.
BASEBALL: va. N.H. College. Brackett Field, 12 noon.
,
on a more foreign language.
The first pr_oblem area to be . operating
_MUSO FILM: "Diner." Strafford Room Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30
All teachers of. • foreign
level," she .said.
elementary
-addressed _by the group should
p.m: Admission $1. ·
Thereas Kennedy, another languages and literature in
- be the strengthening of French student said "the first so·u theastern New Hamps.hire
relationships, betweev ,fpreigµ : time l took French 50 I, i found have been invited to join. At .
TUE§DAY, Septe~berr. 27 ·
.
..
_-,..
language ' teather·s in file it too ·difficult and dropped present -there are . some 40
soctER: vs. Providence . .Lewis Field,: 3 p.m.
elementary-, sc'hools, the
members, who meet in
· seconda·ry scho·ols, and the out." ·
Copcord approximately every
of
out
drop_'
students
S~me
universities,. said G.rover French 501 and audit the 401 six weeks .
Marshall, assistam professor of course.
French and organizer of . the
New Hampshire group.
Marshalr would like to form
a "smoother transition"
( continued fro~_pag,e 3)
between the · foreign language
programs at the different beginning of_the fall _semester. like . the, social point . of the . .Se-a CO a St Tr a n-s p Ort a i On ,,
school levels.·
(COAST) signed s~ptember 16 .
- ·- - "lt doesn't- seem as though weeken·d."
· According;✓ to Marshall, the anyon.e's noticed basically."
Mary Alice Fischer, a is retroactive to September 12
function much · · Reactions to the cutback by sophomore, agreed.· ''It could when the previous · contract association
· .
like a bar aS'sociation or county Kad-Van users was . mostly cause a lot of · problems. expired. ·
medical association, providing . uniform. , ,
Anybody that wanted to go out . The signing of tlk contract
opportunities for teachers to
"l ljke to come in on Friday· but didn't have a car could find :· was held up by technicalities
keep up ·with developments in · and ·s·at u r oa y night ·s , '' someone with a car, thumb it or with management, Kjlbride
Have a
:~ said.
their field, addressing _major freshman Dave , Sanford said. not go."
.
LAZY
local educational coricern·s, and "It's kind of a hassle because
Students studying or using · .-----11----- - - - - ,
ihiprdving the quality ·of you have to wrap· the night up
the ~orp.p'i.1ters late will also be
and productive
foreign language and literature . at 10:30. Social life i-s ·kind of affected by the cutback,
-American
weekend!
teaching.
said: ••1~_'s not · just
difficult for the cotn.n:ut~r.,. If. ·"'·
found
·
students
· Many
there we're later · b~~s, · yo-ti . socral.
Cancer
inconsistencies in the foreign · could go to more of the social ·· The new contract between
Society
language programs "at their activities: And-from 10 p.m. to UNH Kari-Vans _ ·and the
high schools and felt 12 p.m . .Friday and Saturday is Cooperative Alliance for the
®
~

~

CONTRACT

will

~~fa~?

This space contributed as a public~~~-=-

Sit on;Sleep on, Futon.

Celebration Time!Today is .
Lisa-Rector's 20tht
.• 9L.Ll-~

Hat,e a good o_ne.

We carry the finest futons made, the NEW MOON FU-TON.
From the oldest futon company in America~ the 100% cotton
futon .is not only the perfect bee( but witfl a_few quac~ r~lls,
the perfect con.temporary couch. Futons provide great-back
support and can be· used with or withQut bedframe~.· NEW
MOON FUTONS are i~eal for apartments, dorms, kid's
· rooms, living rooms! or any room.

/ Lore, .A-U cmwPr11etl.

Macro Polo. Inc .... The Everything Store" .
89 Market St .• Portsmouth. N.H .
open e,•er_r dti_r 1ill la1e

is accepting intercollege transfers
.~

': .. ,

868-5530
Subs

I

✓

.Pizzas

Call for delivery service
Thursday~Sund~y
6:00 p.m. __to Midnight -·

-

-

,-

26 and
between Sept.
. Oct. 7 ·
....

-

._
,Information and applications are
available at the group meetings scheduled.--

38 Main St.
Durham, N.H.

..

...

J

Mondays 7-7:30 p.m. (-M_e C -314)
Tuesdays 1:30~2:_00 _p_.m: (Mee· 314)
Wtdnesday 3-3:30 p.m. (MeC 210)
Thursdays I :30-2:00 p.m. (Mee 314)
ForJurther information
please stop i~ the Advising office McC 120
·or call 862,;-3885
~
t·( ·-. ! ~:·i\, -,. _~);~ *:
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- ( continued from page 1)
:;,,-

..:,,,_ NATIONAL STUlTERING PROJECT
ALPHA 'zETA-- GEN~RAL~ MEETING: Ali . MEETING: ,Self-help g~oup for.' peOJ?Ie- ·~}:Ip
members please attend-<Monday,· september ·26; i sp.1t_ter. T_hursda~, Sept~niber ~9. Roori:- 217,
Room 20~. Kend$111, 6:30 p.m.,, •, - ,r, · ';•..;.11':°'::. )ipr\on, .7,30 to _9.30: p.m_.._ .: :· ,'·· 1 ·> .· . . :---,
ALPHA ' EPSILON D.Et fA MEETING~--: ... ~A'fff.O,LJC -STU-O·EN I·__O_RUAN_IZ~,
l f~N
·Mandatory-mee'tingfo rallpteinbers. Wednesday,
. FALL RETREAT: _Th~ top1c_1s growmg'mfa1th .
September 28 Room 212 Hewitt 7 p m
· , : . togetryer. r The retreat 1s hm1ted to 30 people. ·
'
'
' ·· ·
.. ~eptemberJP tQ October 2, Call Mary Callahan or
. - Jeanne Weathe.rby, 868.-2666 or 862-1310 for more
t information: -' ·
·
HA~DICAPPED STUDENT ORGANIZATIO
ATHLETICS AND RECREA Ti ON
: ·The first meeting of the semester. Everyone is.
welcor~w .. to attend. Monday, · Sept,ember 26:
INTRAMURAL CO-REC BOWLING:
Sponsored by -_ Recreationaf ·sports D~partmerit..,.' .· Belknap Room, Meworial lf nion, 7 p.m. ,. ., .· .
Rosters due for co-rec bowling, Monday, Sept. 1'9' · SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLU~: Meeting and
practice,. Meet~ng, 7:30~8· · p.m; Practice 8-9:30
ar sports -mariagets ·meeting· or Room 151, Field
p.m., Field House PooL-' New members welcome.
House. Games b~gin first week of October. .
contaet Ann O'Sulli_van;·-431:.5147_
INTRAMURAL.. FOOTBALL OFFICIALS:
Recrfatiohal Sports· Department is. still hiring.
Will train; $3.75 per game. Call Ann Richie, 862HEACTH SERVICES '. ·
2031.

MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Spons·ored by
Career Planning and Placement..For students who
find it difficult to schedule regula.r appointments.
Monday, September 26, Balcony Table, Memorial
Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP
' : Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Video tape, lecture and discussion sessions to help ·.
students prepare for employment .interviewing:
Monday, Septe_mber 26, Forum Room, Library, 6
p.m.

-

'!<c

! • i- •

r.

1
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EDUCATION

PROGRAMby_ the __ Health
Educat10n Center. Bartending demonstration ·
. presenting information about · alcohol in an
en!ert~ining manner. Topics will include recipe
·gmdehnes., alcohols effects on the body and propfr
alcohol use. Monday, September 26, 7 p.m. at
Englehardt and 8:30 p.m. at Devine.
BARJ~NpING: · Spons9red

CAREER

.•·. ~-

a

4

ALCOHOL

• .., •

Brown.
~ reported . g9ol· to b~tt~r than
, .. 01.,1r national people heiped aye.rage -numbers , _pf . rushees
out there,1 pleading on our this seme·s ter. John Davis, satd
behalf,;~ Brown sai<l.
·
two .new frat€rnities will be
, Sig•n i'~( -A!ph~ }~:psi,ltj1;1, coming -to ·campus during the
currently on .Un1v,er_s1ty nexttwoyearsandm anyothers
pro_b ation for series of minor want' to start at UN H.
violations, will be changing a
"I think by getting organi?ed great deal this semester. .
the greek syst_e m is going (o
"'We will be limiting our have a greater say in- what i~
activites in terms of parties. We going on ·- at tbe _University,"
realize our position and we said David White, "We have a
don't want fo mess up again," great .potential. It may take a
said - Chris · Clarke~ SAE couple of y~ars to re~Jizey but
presider#: "I dori't think we'll. it's there."
have aqy problems this year.·"
"1':he Administration is
looking to µfake an example of
( c_o ntinued from page 1)
someone: They have no qualms
about kicking a fraternity off
campus", Clarke said.
, Roy .Lena.r:dson, President of Romano of the -----office for
the I nterfraternity' Council, Student Activities . .
said "The administration does.
The-ine1dent1nvolved several
nothing for the fraternities. The fraternity brothers on the front
on.ly tiine you hear · from the lawn of the Kappa Sigma house
actm1n1strat1on is - when on Main Street holding up
someone·•s in troulbe."
cards with numbers on them to
The administration must · passing women, ,apcording to
give positive commitments to Jeff Onore, student activities
the fraternities and recognize director and eyewitness to the
them more as a large organized event.
· section of the tJnivers.ity
"We didn't think there was
population ·· and th_en the anything wrong . with it. We
fra terni'ties , will res·pond were just holding up nines and ·
positively, Lenard son said.
tens to the _good looking girls
Another · fraternity under- and that was .it," Jim Frnerrian,
going internal changes is Tau Kappa Sigma President, said.
Kappa Epsilon, according to
John Davis, pre:s ident of the
David White TKE president.
Greek Senate, said, "That's not
"We are beginning a more an offense in my opinion.
constructive and educational That's ·something \\re ''nave to.
pledge program," White said. deal with internally. -We (used ·
"I want to share· -it wit-h the to ,do) that sitting on Sawyer'
·other houses. I don't · think Hall's deck.
·
some of them have co'iistructi-ve
The party bringing ' charges
pro:g ranis." .
aga~nst Kappa Sigma
s ~ot ii
f Oyec14e.,-sumipfr\.:T,~.P:,_KapB~ :., ~v~1{~;~l~ f;qr~G\OJ:l1,ffi~f!\, · ) ; ~
f,ps1lon rc•nanged "pres1dents at ,-·-·
t
the request of its alumni board,
which now overlooks the
.a ctivities of the fraJernity more
closely than -in th~ past, White
-~a.id.
-,~;-.
"~.
": Despite . having what they
tons id er a poor public image, ·
inost - of the fraternities

ACAD,EMICS. '

GENERAL

MORTAR . BOARD BOOK RETURNS
CHECK PICK-UP: Sponsored by Mortar Board
National Honor Society. Bring student ID and
white book slips. September 18-23, 12 noon-7
p.m., Notch Room, Memorial Union. Call Bob
Ducharme, 862-2713.
·
LECTURE BY DR. WARREN HAMILTON
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
"AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETRO- ·
LEUM GEOLOGIST":
Sponsored by the
NEW TEST AM ENT FELLOWS H I P
deartment of Earth Sciences. The topic of the
CHRISTIAN GATHERING: Biblical principles
lecture will be "Mode of Extension of Continental
for victorious living will be topic. Wednesday,
Crust." Dr. Hamilto.n is a Research Geologist for
September 28, Forum ·Room Dimond Library.
. U.S. Geological Survey. Friday, September 23, 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Room 119, James Hall, 3:30 p.m.
JEWISH · STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Mtt llNU FOR OLD COOL-AH) MEMBERS:
EVENT: Hike through college woods and a
Sponsored by Cool-Aid. Everyone please attend.
pickup· soccer game. Sunday,-September 25, meet
Sunday, September 25, Hex Room, McConnell, 7
p.m.
.
- .
·in front of Memorial Union, 1 p.m.
UNH HORSMAN'S CLUB MEETING: UNH
MUSO . FILM SE~IES: Sponsored by MUSO. ~.~'
"Diner." Sunday, September 25, Strafford Room,
h1vmp.ic el.imination hors~ tri~ls to be di~cu~sed
New members welcom~. Tuesday, September 27,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m-. -Admission $1.
Room 212, KendaH, 6 p;m.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SMITH
.
.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING:
HALL RESIDENTS MEETING: Sponsored by .
\
-Meetings weekly, encourages everyone intereste(:i . !h~.Intern<!~~on~l 4ll~an_ce. For everyone interested
1.
. in fellowship to attend. Thursday: Septlmbf r 2cJ,,,_ l tn:" prt moJ1f}g fnte:r~aponal awareness. Tuesday,
·' Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7 p.m. ·
Septembet i7,,-Sm1th Hall Lounge, 9 p.m.
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pay $178 ,000 to COAST
f th K' · time·, the bookstore could get
·
rd
e an- back on its feet and still offer 5
towa s operatwn
Vans·· thi's year. So'me of th at percent off . new texts and 25 .
cost will _b e offset by money
taken fr O m fares , and . percent- off used texts · to the
'
· · ,advertising , said Gordon st udents:
-"We saved $IO;QOO by having ·
Haaland,_ UNH_'s interim
bookrush in the store (rather
President.
Kleinschuste r, who will start th an the -MUB' or S-nively) this'
as UN-H's deari of Life Sciences year;" she said. · ~•And we
ancl Agr_iculture and director of, w_elcorne 0th er suggestions. " ,John Maier, manager _of the
the ' Agricultural Experiment
Station on Sunday, is now a · books~Qre, also ex_p.,r~ssed
pr.ofessor of animal, dairy,' and ,;._ f-°n~em over th e po~sibihty of
st0
veterinary sciences at Utah e~~mg put ~he b9ok re.
, _ If we lease t~e. college
_
- State University.
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Tuesday, Wednesd~y, Friday 10-4
208 Atla,n tic Ave., Rte. l01D
Tl!ursday 10-8, Saturday 10-5
North 'flampton, N.H. 03862
964-5148
·
I
Rte,,
of
.east
· I/ 2 ,mile
St.
Blod-get
5
at
store
Visit our Mancheste.r,.. N.H.

.l: •·

ot.·subs;.'
Com,ft~y iiitr-new .linl? ~
,Turkey:
Tuna ·s2.10 _·
ItalianRoast Beef - '$2.25 .

*' Tuesday, Sept. ,2 7th_'is .C uervo Nite
Join, us!

~.DUR HA.l\ lf )nkE
/

.

'

,.

,·

-

Featunng the Ge~a: Bark, ()orch-.F~ck II 1,:aining Talls!uj,' a :specta;~I~}-, ~n/i-in-a~hfetime, glimpse into
a bygone era, as y_ou escort the tallship into Portsmouth Harbot. Don't miss out~RESER VE EARLY!!!

,

~,'

-

EA~REWEL.L CRlJISE~ Octoher: 18th*' -,,
· Board_ing: JSJ(r'Hours .
:_'?:
,D«;pa~:)~09 Hours- . _, -~ .
. ·;·~
.- Arrive at Dock: 1800-1900 Hours

1

,R~g. SALE
FUJI-: Monterey
.c
·s230 . . . $210
19", 21 '.'., 25'.' ...,
~Supreme 23"
$280 $249 ''
' DelRey 21"
$300 ' $2'69
$395 . $325 '.
SJ2S 1'9"
$355 - $299
Wll'JDSOR: AM3 19"
•; $349
LOTUS: Eclair 21 ", 25"
2 7,5 ·
$_
NISHIKI: Cruiser
f165 :' $p5
Mountain Bicycle
$449
$495
. BMX- Cycle Pro
$149 $119
Childs: 24" WHL 10 speed
$149
$165
TREK: Mountain Bike
$549
$575

-,COLUMB:A -1d -speeci
TREK 620 22½"
WINDSOR 21'/ AMGC Racing
-POCH 1'9"- 1o· speed
RALEIGH,. 25" 10 speed
LADIES 10 speed ARAYA 10 speed Z5 ,.,
I

~

~

1 SALE : l,)sed Bicycles

SALE: Season Enn
NEW Bicycles: 27" wheP-I,

~f .

W:ELCO_ME CRUISE~ Oct?bet 13th*
· ,,,,.. ', -~. . ··. Boarding: 1030 Hours
.
Depart: 1\ oo· Hours
·. _.
Arriye:;_ at Dock 1300 Hou.rs (appro~ima tely ). ·

,

•

•

•

~

$50
$39,5
$349
$150
$99
$50
$149

./

Come aboard to say "Farewell'.' to the GORCH FO,CK I I as she sds lier course to her next port of rail. ·' ... .
.
..
· .·
, -·__·.
RESERVEEA RLY!!! ·
ments a'Va11able also.
rejresh'
and
Cockta~,}
rruises.
both
on
featured
be
will
Portsmouth 's ]\1ariti,;,e H,;tory
,
I
.

/

*.-1/,/, IHTr:s .-/,\'/) Tl.ii r:s Sl 'HlfX:T TO CH,-1.\'Gl~ IIT/1{(){ T .\'OTJ(if:.

TICKET PRICE $6 per cruise
Ask ah;out our. Special Packqge Pn'ce:

-

ALL THREE FALL ESCORT CRUISES !83--:-$25/p erson

es $20-$50
Several as is USED Bik_

(Sept.24th-The Hi~h Speed .lttack Sub POR1W.'\10l 'TH, $/5/pmon Ori. !3th~ ll"rkome th,· 1,,/Lrhip GORCH FOCN/1,
, .,
'
·
Oct. 18th $1>/prr.rrm-Farewrl/ to GORCH FOCK II $1>/prrson)*
-

-

...

I·

Jenkins Court.
Durham, New Hampsh ire .03824
.868-5634
-

;,r'

I•

'

~-

RESERVE NOW FOR YOUR ESC(?RT CRUISE,'83!!!
Vl~ING CRUIS~S-(6,03)431-5500 .

.
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1CONCORD TRAILWAYS1
I_·
-I BOSTO·N ~EXET ER-DU RHAM
I
RD·
I -DOVER-ROCHESTER-SANFO
I
I,
34- I
-18- 26- 10
2
_
I.
_ 71 29
12 30 4 ~ 6 30 8 JI .,1
I .Exete
■ OITO.N,
9 35
5 35 "1'
"1'
11
r,
1 50 5 55 7 50 9 55
11
I oonr,N.H.................. ............. 1210
2 OS 610 8 OS .... ~- I
12 30 2 25 6 30 8 25 ..... .
.
50 ----- - 6
I
1
·1 SANFORD-ROCHESTER~DOVER I

$10 .95

ROUNDTRIP

READ DOWN

9-7= 83

_

SCHEDULE Nos.

MASS•-······ ···-···-········· · Lv 10 30
35
N. H..•.....•........ .............. Ar
55
Durham,N.H •................ ............ Ar
Ar
~
Ar
-.....
ROCHESTER, N.H •................
Sanford, Me.•............... ..... :._ ...... Ar -·-·-- -~--·--:

Boston is just $10.95 from Rochester, Dover,
Durham or Exeter. That's a _savings of as much as
$10.45 ~ver previous fares. If you pl_an on being
out•Of•town one to three nights, our 4-day roundtrip
·
·
is just $12.95.

I

BOSTON
25M INU TEs ·
.FASTER

II

SANF-~ RD-

We've trimmed our schedule to offer you the
fastest •ever bus service to Boston, up to 25minutes faster than before.

CON CORD

■£. 11

I
L

'
_

MANCHEST.EA

Su_n

Dly

Dly

ExSu - Dly

Concord Trailways new same•day roundtrip fare to·

55 . 8

1·

DURHA M-EXE TER-BO STON

- - ~ - - ~ - - = ~ ~ II-

:::!_!,~!-__ , t:\:I :i

REA D DOWN

9-7-83

:::1

_, _c __ :

ROCHESTER, N.H . . ........... .. ... ~ .... Lv

Donr,N.H •................ ............... lv
Durham,N . H •................ : ....-....... Ar
Exeter, N. H.• : ...........•..... ... ........ 11'

001__:~, _

-~~-I-~~- II

1 25 3 25
9 45 11 ·45 _1 45 _ 3 45
8 00 10 00 12 00 2 00 4 00
2 20 't'
't'
8 20 , 't'
9 25 11 20 1 . 1 20 3 25 5 20

7 25

9 25

. . . _..

7 45

I
I

__________ _______
■ OSTON, MASS ..................·........ Ar

.
_ _

. Dly- Oaily.
Sun- Sunday only.

Fri-Fr ida y onl y.
ESu-, Oaily except Sunday.

I

EFFECTIVE 9-25-83

NOW SERVING
33\NEW HAMP SHIRE -~ ~ ~ - ~
•-coMM UNIT IES

-

ord Trallways has taken over the Michaud
Conc_
Jrailways New Hampshire seacoast to Boston bus
route. That means better•than•ever bus service con•
. nectlng Dover, ·Durham, Rochester and Exeter with
·
Boston.

CONC
For more Information, call toll free:
From New Hampshire: ~2-3317
.From the !9St of New England: 800-258-3722

BOSTON, MASS.
Trallwaya Bua Terminal

555 Atlantic Ave. (Across

from South Station)
-Tel. 617-482-6620

DOVER, N.H.
Bua Stop.Martlet
Chestnut & Third Sts.
Tel. 603-742-2990

DURHAM, N.H.
Young•• Aaataurant
48 Main St.
Tel. 603-868-2688 •

EXETER, N.H.

ROCHESTER, N.H.

Avenue Mall ·
48 Portsmouth Ave.
Tel . 800-852-33 17

King Travel Canter
16 Signal St.

,

·...:~ ..;: .: -~~ ... .ii:'....._~~~,: · ·~,. . . . -.. ,..'."...,~

,~•oc,--·

-~ ---->;;--"••"""'-· ...&.;.

•'<o0• ......

::•·->•.,2"'v

· SANFORD, ME.
York County Travel
· 144 Main St.

· .-

Tel. . 207 -324 -2134

Tel. 603-332-6666
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becaus~. ·it ish't published · an academic basis.
In the last year and a half, ·
"The Bookstore ·-is: supposed Maier says he's turned down anymore. Special . ordering of
book_s m_a kes it possible for to educate, but it doesn't have five job offers from places_.
students to obtain almost any to be operated by the which include Harvard and the
University in order to provide Boston M us·e um of Fine Arts. book they' want.
Keeping these services and' that service," he said.
According to Forbes,
Maier also suggested UNH · employers come to him seeking
retaining the same textbook
discounts amon·g other change managers before they to hire him, rather than the
requirements are the condi- . lease the Bookstore out. "I feel other way around.
tions · under which the: that strongly about maintainIf there's any possible way he
bookstore may be ieased, ihg what I've built up over the can, Maier.would like to stay in
Forbes said. These are all last 11 years. I feelthat _strongly Durham . . !.'J'm fighting and I
included in the bid specifica- about UNH and keeping a think it's a challenge," he says.
· good academic bookstore. If
_,
tions.
Forbe_s . says she thinks the
Mai~r feets strongly abo~t they're that unhappy, change Bookstore is on its way to
maintaining the academic the manager and see if that recovery because of the
focus _and ·. standards of the makes a difference."·
increased sales this month.
And naturally, because of
Bookstore· because· he has
When Maier was seven his
.. _ worked . to\vard ..-'improving · the uncertainty of Maier's · father gave him a cloth banner
_
s:ervic•e .
Parking near the store makes- them for the past 11 years. He ruture at the Bookstore he has . with a nautical logo on it. He
it accessible to both students told UNJ-I's Academic Senate been . looking elsewhere for _stored it away to save for •a time
when he needed it. He dug it
and the public. The out of print hqloesn 't feel a leased optrator ' work.
"I , have twq babies at my out recently and hung it on the
book search sex:vice is useful to will maintain those standards.
students doing research who 1 However, USNH Tru~tee,· house," he . says. "I can't put wall of his office. And no, John
can't find a .par!~·~ ular book : Arthur Grant said a leased them into a situation where _ Ma~~r will not ~~J_e up the ship.
bookstore would stiil provide their fathfris unemployed."
-

Maie'r's association with carries . a large• selection· of
UN H goes back even farther professional reference books.
Forbes says, "Our coJJection
than his 11 years with the
Bookstore. He received both . of professional books_-is the
his Bachelor's and Master's best in Northern-New E_n gland.
degrees in Administration here. ;People from MIT comefo look.
"I love UNH," Maier said. through our computer book
"This is one of the nicest areas _collection;"
Calling Maier.,,,r a ''hard
anywhere to live and I've lived
in a few." And he has. Maier, worker" who "knows · retail"
who loves to sail, enlisted in the Forbes said, "I couldn't ask for
Navy for two years. · During ~ bette_r manager:" ·
Some of the improvements
that time he was stationed in
Morocco where he ·· was Maier has been instrumental'in
responsible for morale .. implementi-µg are having
-~- _ ,.. parking put in near the· store, ·
\
activities .
He was in charge of the base an 'out of print book search
bowling alley, movies, pool~, . service and · a special ·o rder
sports equipment, the ceramic

shop, USO shows, dances and
clubs. He was responsible for
b·uying $15,000 worth in new
. books for a library. which
hadn't seen a new book in IO
years.
"It's hard to keep 700 inen
happy that far from home,"
Maier smiles through his dark
thick beard. "I felt a great deal
of satisfaction doing that job."
Maier, who describes himself
as a "frustrated teacher"
decided to go into business
administration after his
experience in Morocco .
. . "I think I would have made a
good teacher," he says. He
changed his major, tl)ough ,
because, "my greatest pleasure
in work comes from balancing
several things at once. I_enjoy
the variety and pressure."
Maier has aq the pressµre he
. . needs now , Besid'e s the
Bookstore's problems and the
questionable future of his job
·there , he has two babies a(
home to care for.
One of the babies; an eight
week old boy, "ls awake all
night and sleeps during the
day," Maier says tiredly;
· Pressure and Job insecurity
also have another effect on
· Maier's home life.
"It's hard to plan a home,"
Maier says. "It's hard to
wallpaper rooms . It's hard to
order a cord of' wood." He is
speaking thoughtfully, looking
at the floor , leaning his elbows
on his thighs.
Maier-'s life has some happy
fronts too. Thrilled with the
prospect of ·"introducing my
sons to life itself" the teacher in
Maier is evident. .Christopher,
riow two, is old enough to be
taken to the zoo and to see the
firetrucks and, boats.
Besides the ocean and
sailing, Maier is interested in
photography' gardening,
• "puttering around the house",
books and education.
Not only does the Bookstore
stoc~ course textbooks, it also
0
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fair in deciding this, Ea-ton.said.
system runs smoothly.
, ~~Jh~"')Jniversity -could:._save - "Altnough there is a slighf
·:•~~Blat&*i
- , JlJ<;>.re !i,io_ney by SRending,more
·backlog now, being September,
·money;?' 'the- first worker said ..< the system as a whole is
Across from the bandstand
"More efficient .supervision is.
efficient," she said. "Students
Downtown Exeter
778-1417
necessary."
· - don) see this. They are only
~asy rJde on Kari-Van
, l;xeter~, Nt-:t ·o3_
83_3 ,
H o_we:V'er, according ·to ,~concerned with qne thing, not
.__ _....,..,....,.._ _"'!!!!!!'!!!"!'!~~~~~~~~~~--•
. 11111
..:.--~
'!::~ .....t Linda . Wood, . Area ·, I I.·
_.t he "Univetsity ~s a whqle.-•~
Maintenance supervisor,_ _the
Zjzos said each .year, listing
of dorm damages are available.
- These lists -show .,,,d amages per
floor and dorm, giving the total
costs. In the past, a Breakdown
of the exact costs in repairing
' the damage hasn't been
available. Zizos hopes to show
-students exactly where their
· money is going this year.
However, Zizos said, due to
student _- apathy, the listings .
aren't c1lways questioned. The
s tudiynt willingly p a ys the bill

1

659-5634

- or ignores it and faces long lines
at registration waiting for a
confirmation card.
According •· to Z i z o s,
students' rent . pays · for the
· general upkeep of dorms as
well as some dorm damage.
-The reason for the extra dorm
damage bill_s _is due to a li1pited
budget which includes the
student's rent._ When this
budget is depleted, general

repairs• are then paid for by
Residential Life · and dorm
damage is paid by students.
"Dorni damage is any
disrepair or. damaged item that
is not a result of normal wear
and tear," Zizos said .
"Windows don't usually
break as ·a result - of normal
wear and tear," he said .
Students s_hould keep this in
mind the next time they have a
party, he emphasized.
- "We (Residential Life)
should not be perceived to be
taking advantage of the
students," Zizos said.
Hall Directors and Resident
Assistants are working closely
with hall councils to reduce
dorm damage by making
stu<.tems -aware. of the amount
of damage, Zizos said, · _
Residential Life's priority is
to make the dorms something
students-"'--can· be _proud of.
· Already, $1.2 million has been
spent in past years to buy new
·furniture and allow for
renovations and repafrs. -In
addition, $500,000 will be spent
per year until .adeq~uate
renovations are made.

Happ_y _Birthda_y r
Pen·n y
Have a good-one because your 20!

THE
WORLD
IS
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- CAMPUS
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TWO AROUND.-THE .. WORLD
SAILINGS EACH ¥ EAR

-Agylt
Educqt,ion
Programs
also :.. .
-ava'.ilable

- .-" GENERAL-.MEETIN~: . -~ ,a TUe§_day, Sept. 27
.
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Dep~rts in January from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, with ~tops in South Ameri.ca,
Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Seattle
in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,
the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

"-:',.:.

stl;·;·;-@rci by tbe

University of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students il ~'uperior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. · This one semester, full
credit' experience is av~ilable to qua lified ·students from all accredited colleges and
· ·universities.

WHEN: - - - - -""r! l l~ - - -12:30 p.m.

Mei.re th_,in 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsbu"rgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.

FURTHER .INFORMATION:

Optiomil tours, i·n c.luding special tours into the People's Republic of Cbina :· ~vailable.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard' to color, race or creed, Th~ S.S. Universe is
fully .l ir-con<!jt~0.n~d: 18,t00. Jmis, registered in Liberia and b~ilt _in America .
·t
:..
. .
.
.
.

Dean of Students_·~oftl~e~~· :, \ :~··~-- -

Huddleston~_Hall'862~2.05_
0
~; .:.~-
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·:..-·~
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. ·.} ;~~~il'"~i~l::~l~'!1s:~~~JiJ;i~!~

.\tr qualified .~tude1Us

For a -free color brochure; write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of
::;.,::;c· ;rltitt_sbp·rg:I:iJForbe:~.Jiµ~,~f a9gEfl, ~ ttJ~kurgh, PA 15260, C!r .call toll free
(800) 8545_.0195-(in P8-n'nsylv:ania (412) 624-6021).

Gra dua te
int o the ·fast . lan e.
.

.

-.Officer Commissionin g Program. In it, you' II complete
Gu.arantee flight training after you graduate With the Marine Corps undergraduate Officer Commissionin g Pro~ your training in one 10-week summer session. You can
also be guaranteed flighfschool after _initial training if
gram. If you're a college freshman, sophomore or junior,
·
.
_
qualify.
you
.
you could qualify. ·_
fly,
to
chance
a
for
looking
you're
if
So,
·
All training is conducted during the summers between
to prove yourself amongst the best, check
school years and you'll receive your commission as a
the undergraduate and graduate·
out
.
realso
- Second Lieutenant the day you graduate, You'll
Officer Commissionin g proMarine
alify
u
q_
- ceive $100 a month during the school year and
re your chance to graduate
They"
grams.
.
.
lessons
flying
f or free civilian
_
into the fast lane as a Marine Officer.
can still qualify for our graduate
lf you're a senior, you _

· ..:-..

arine Corps. Officer
S~e _you~ M_
Repre·sentative: at ~he Memorial Union Buildi~g
on October 4,5, and 6-from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m .
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Speaking of
Opportunity is supposed to abound at
colleges and universities in this country. UNH
is following suit.
·
This · past Monday evening one of the
foremost journalists of the United States
visited t~e _UNH campus to· speak informally
with students in a more structured atmosphere,
and with the -University community at large.
Seymour Hersh, the Pulitzer Prize winning
journali~t, former reporter-for The New York
Times for seven years and current contributing
reporter to The _Atlantic magazine spoke as
- part of the UNH Writer's Series.
·
It was a much appreciated· opportunity for

.
writing
·•

those students who ·are .participating · in the
University's journalism program. At UNH we
do n(?t have a separate journalism major but
we do have access to professional instructors
a_nd professional internships at various newspapers. When the writer's series offers
students in this program the chance to meet
and listen to working professional journalists
_such as Seymour Hersh, it is another beneficial
step m the journalsim students' learning
proc_ess.
By meeting with ~tudents in Don Murray's
magazine , writing class and speaking to the

public in the MU B, students were able to listen
to a first-hand account of what _its like to be a
White House correspondent or an overseas ·
reporter while the country is at war. Hersh
shared his experiences and gave ~tudents an
insight to the profession which can't be equally
obtained by merely. reading -about· a -person.
Andy Merton, one of tll·e -co·o rdimitor_s for
the -Writers Serie~ says at least one other
journalist will be part o( this year's Writers
Series. Surely the students in the journalism
program will agree that this - is- a valuable
addition to their education at the University of
New Hampshire.

·Letters
blatant discrimination is an insult
of st_udent · support of the present _
situation. "Feedback"- was never r-------------------------------'----to the entire academic community.
What next? No financial aid to
solicited 9rencouraged. We were
i·u·
those students who have used
only asked to sign the form', and _l
._,
drugs illegally? To those who · never suspected the Financial Aid
admit to driving· over the 55 mph
Office was interested -in my
To the .Editor:
·speed limit?! ·
·
opinions. Before this year, I've
•t [ ·
In response to the recent series
e,
I hope that the UN H Dept. of
or.tly bee-n asked· questions about - ·· rl e
e . erS
of articles that have appeared in
Financial Aid realized what a
my
.economic
need,
and
I've
always
The New Hampshire, dealing with
BOG US deal this is, and begins _ been gr~teful fot that evidence of · ·
- ~~
_the on-going Pres-idential ~earch,
offering· alternative aid programs.
this country's concern to have a
..
·
we as the student members of the
1
I al~o hope that students caught in
Search _Committee would like to
~~~ocratic
e~~~a!(o~,
:
a
v~VabJ:
t~
-;
j~
\ '1
, } -i-\
Y' _
this quagmire take advantage of
respond.
_
other forms of aid not connected to
I
signed
that
form
with
It is our understanding and
the federal red tape machine,
misgivings, but I thought_ the
h.'--...J"J....illilJ~~
feeling the recent artid~s have been
Draft beer, not people!
. I:inancial Aid Office wa~n 't the
,, ~
pointed in a negative manner at the
·
P~il Dfosmore
pg-ht pla~e to protest,.-No"":7,1~ see!_ll~
, \\-' \ ~ \
legitimacy of the Committee's
th_a t Craig wanted my. opmwn, or -- \ work and progre.ss._Also .from the
__.,- • '':"i°l.:1 11,, wi:sinferringmyopinionthroughmy_·
latest published article, on _ the
involvement of students cir the lack
.
. c3°· :·_ _ •_ -begrudged ·signing of a form, and
riow I protest. I didn't know that he
of this involvement.
would _ make public statements
·To react ~to the vie•w · we have
about student attitudes· based 011
made a little progress, we would.
"limited feedback" or on the
like to stress that _a great deal of
complaints a few _brave students
time and effort by all eighteen
To the Editor:
wrote across the bottom of the
,_ Reading Rob .Hintz's front page
m€mbers of the Committee has
forms.
I 'would like him to consider
gone into the search. Undoubtedly
story ( The New Hampshire,
the significant number who
the withdrawal. of top candidates is
Sept.20), I was alarmed by the
haven't signed, and those who _
enevitable in any search. This rs no
assumptions a bout student
attitudes that Richard Craig, the_ signed with regret. He should
- reflection of any lack of effort. by
consider that those who must
director of _financial aid, seems· to
the Search Co-mmittee.
decide whether or not to sign are
With regard to stud~ot' read into form applications. This
people in economic need, and such
involvement,-the student body has · summer for the first time all
been actively. represented through
students requesting financial aid - people are scared and generally
quiet.
we, the student representation on
w,e re asked to sign a ·statement
Jeannine Atkins
the Committee. Your most recent
saying that they have registered for
article stresses the point that
the draft, if they are required to do
students have not been consulted - so, in order to be considered
on the recent developments. We , eligible for federal aid. Craig
· would like to re-establish the fact -reports that "over 5,000" of the .
that students are involved in this
"over 6,000" forms have been
valuable ·process. returned. Though the_numbers are
MAGGIE McKOWEN. Editor-in-Chief
Kimberly Blewett '85
inexact, a large number ·of for-ms
PATTY
Al)AMS,
Managing
E;ditor
Jim Carroll '84
.IA!I.E HOOVER. Man.1ging Editor
are missing, yet Craig i-s quoted as
JUI.IF. HANAUER. News Editor
BFTH GFRMAI\O. '.\c"' [ditor ·
Student Representative to the
sa~ing that UNH has no plans to To the Editor:
RAY ,ROUTHIER. Sports Editor
JOH!\ Ol lfl.lEI TL h:atur~, l'ditor
UNH Pres ·i dential Search
· In his letter to the Editor on
offer alternative financial aid: for
Committee
JIM MIi.i.ARi>. Photo Editor
students With ethical -or political · Tuesday, J. Fenton Wheelcake
reasons for not registering, or for praised your .decision to use -black
JFD 1.:VA!\S. Businc_, , Manager : :·.
.
those who - believe universities borders ·o n the · photdgraphs
CAIHFRIKI' SAlll\l>F_RS. Ad,cnj,ing f',1an.igcr
shouldn't ·, be responsible for -• reproduced in the New
Ste·,..- Lan·g..-,in
l(..,.\i·n M -t-tl'~l·
Adn!r-lisinlf Associates ·
Reporters
_ chasing and punishing th~ large Hampshire. I too find the · thin
·Linda 1.oranj!_cr .
Su<· -Mnult,,n Su,an Alkn
Mark lk,(in""·illie·r,
Su..- McClung
- percentage of men ~ho haven't black -line to be functional and
T.:re,a ·oa,night
Paul Murri, ·
'
Lum:n Pollaro
l'a,c,11 Molitic·au~
William Becker
Anne· Roh<"rl
~Asst. Blisin~s M·■ naiter
registered. .
. attractive on the - printed page.
J. Bar.r, -Mn1h,•,~
l'li,a Russell
Rooker Bene.:
BillPikhc-r
· kan Moorhea:d
Smith
Mar\"
Craig
claims
the
number
·
o
f
There
is
a
difference,
however,
Sue
Bolduc
Orcul_
ation.
Manaier
To the Editor:
- Ka1h, O'l'onndl'·
(?.:mi\" Whitman
Mar.:d Boulanger
l>on St. ( icrn1ain ·
students to be. "not significant" between · the decision to · encircle
Andrea Parker
Praise to Thr New Hampshire
Janice W1->od,
Jennifer Bump
Orculation Assistanl Sand} Peguri
News
Bmfs
t:ditor
Mi..-h.:llc
Champagne
l>nug Rid~..when compared to ·the _n umber of with printers ink, an image that has
for front-page attention to a·
Mar\" Pennn
Consudo C:'ongrc\"c
-Assistant Orculation Assist. Brian Couturier
students who completed the form. been cropped for reproduction,
· Ri>h1n Peter~ Leslic Dale,·
(in:g Fkming ·
("hief Phololfr■ phtr
s-ubj"ect that demands UN H
William l'i11,"
Roh Bossi
Jarne Dean
Copy
Readers
I'd
thinka
thoµsa-nd
missing
forms
and
the
stipulation
that
original
stud:ent and . administration
Kim l'l,111
Andrea lk, Jardins
I.ab Technician
Karla lloppkr
would be.·s_ignificant by anyone-'s photographs are somehow better
Cindi Pn,1 ·
John l.itsler
l'atl\· Dn\"lc
Kath\ John,on
atte-ntion: The Solomon
Hk11 Praugh1 -_
Bill
burli.ng
Photographrrs
l>rnui,;
i.a
Ru..standards, but I'm even more for bearing a blac-k silver border.
Amendment, which denies federal
Darlene Qualter, .
. i\an;n Ferraris •
Sue Holduc
1.Hrna Milne·
concerned with the assumption The black silver borders, usually
Kar.:n R..-, nolil,
Marcel Houh,ng.L"r
Ken Fish
Murit..· Sc:t..·kctl
financial aid to students who have
Mike
Rile, ._ ,
Flemm111g
.
_
Greg
Chantal Bra"n
· J;n n.: Sorr.:11
that the amount of returned forms - irregular, from roughly filed out
refused to registerforlhedraft. I'm
Joann Sa~~Ol)t..'
- Ste\"e D,n·is
(iwendolrn Gardner
Editorial Assislant
Su~an
S1..~m~·i-aro
Roh.:rt
Fi,hi:r
Kare~
Harri,
is
bdng
used
to
determine
student
negative
holders,
do
nothing
mo're
Cind,
Adam,
baffled how a country that
Hill Smith
Penn,· Haslam
Karen Kent
Foru·m Editors
satisfaction with the present than suggest that· personal vision
preaches the benefits of higher
Harold Young
Chri, h,o,k..- .
Eric M. Heath
John Li,1cr
Technical Supenisor,
Chris Heiscnherg
Roh\"11 Lorden
April l.indn.:r
system. Th{s · summer the has adapted to a standard format.
education for all, and prides itself
Rohin l\.·tc:r~
Wa,:nc Makt·t·hnii:
Roh Hin11
Graphics Mana2er
alter11ative _to signing was Should photographers have- eyes
Cami '\au:"
on making it available to many,
l'el~r Mallornn
Da"ne Honker
Ann Ruhin
Rae Ann Ho,·t
Typists
Peggy ()'Jl,ci I
Gra.phic
Assistants
,
presumably
no
fii:iancial
aid.
For
that
s€e
in
Ix
I½,
.
2¼x2¼,
,
.
4x5,
can compromise its own standards
su~an tlt)\\l,.'n
Dale Jelle ·
Dorian Stonic
Katie: Bo\\cr
most, the choice was to sign. c;>r to 8x I 0, l l x 14 p·roportions, while
Brenda B, rn,'
Kalh\" Johnson
Chri, Wagner
(ii.nm· Broadhur,1
so much by directly linking draft
Julie'
Dead, .
Jl,
ancy
Kaplan
Marge
Y'
:·om"n~
Kalie Cu·rrier
quit school.
other artists stretch -their canvas in
registration to the availability of
"Lori Elli, .
Production Associates • Barhara Konn,,
I snn John,on
l'lkn
'\'e';ni11.
Craig
mentions
the
"very
limited
_
a
va~i~t_y
of
_
shapef
Sand\"
LaCoulure
Pl'IHl\
Hashim
J,iqiee
_
Mn4uin
financial _ aid. The connection
l>ap i.and[igan
raroi Viscich
of feedback"
as evidence
-A. M.
between the two is absur:p, an,d t~is r -amount
t t t <·
t
.
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University ·Forum

Setting ·the tone
The people in the room that Mr.
By Mary Ann Luechauer / Karen
Hastings described were apparently
Curtis/ Carl Thunberg
perfectly "comfortable and relaxed"
Does a resident, upon acceptance as
while participating in the "hall's" (I
an undergraduate student at UNH,
agree, by signing a Room and Board - would like to suggest floor's) big bash
of _ the year; all were -part of an
Agreement, to abide by all of the Rules
and Regulations fo effect. at the_ · "organized and controlled evening;"
Perhaps Mr. Hastings just didn't' see
University?· Always.
the 50 plus peopie that were moved out
- . Are these Rlules and Regulations
of the 6-7 rooms involved in the party?
clatified and explained to all .residents
l guess he didn't notice the extremely
at least twice before their first semester
high percentage of those people who
is even underway (once at Freshman
·
were underage?
.Orientation, at introductory floor
Maybe he simply forgot that the
rpeetings , · and in the Caboodle each
student receives at registration) to · .party·was an Around-the-World party·
involving nearly every member .of the ·
insure that everyone understands the
floor (as well as many outside guests)
laws they've agreed to live by?' Of
and that _that, by itself, is in direct
course.
violation of University policy? He
Is a resident living in a UNH
must have misplaced -the fact that it
dormitory repeatedly .encouraged by
hall staff members to take an active - took four staff members to bring the
event to an end. And percha!}ce he
role in the .'develpment of a positive
didn't notice the c.ons.iderable amount
and healthy community for themselves
and those around them? Probably. · · • of time that was taken . to expla1n the
specific consequences of such ·a party
So why then, is it such a shock to
before the event occured !
people like Gary ~astings to be held to
The hall staff of t_he building Mr.
those same rules and asked to actually
Hastings describes did not "seek out :.
take responstbility in contributip.,g and
.and actually intrude" on the party.
developing such a positive
environment? Why is it such a
horrendous thing to ask residents to
bear, tl1e bu rd.en of taking ,con~rol of_ ·
their own lives and respecting the lives
.S
of those around them?
If " yc)U think such.·. ~rrespoilsible
behavi-o·F _is not taking· place I i~viie
you to read on.
Gary Hastings most . certainly
displayed his skill.as a creativ·e wr·iter
in last Tt.1,stl~y·s a rticle "Beyond the
.
f - .
..
.
-Call of - Duty-!'. Unfortunately, his
control of.the facts of the situation hedescri be'.B .,.wa-s · n"ot, neatly ·as .
There· are mor.e important things in
.
professional:·? . -~ ., _
_their lives than to "curiously see-k''ancf
To begin. ·\ vith, 11ll ~resident '. rooms
l}ere a_t .} :INH ;ate 'not ''pers-onafra~d · '<ii ,:•:1mrposefully _intrude" on .the private .
hves of th~ residents. T,heywere asked,
exclusive .bus mess of -that room's
indeed forced, to . confront that occupants,: • as Mr. Hastings suggests.
situation:" by the people involved.
Perhaps some people wish it were· so.
Those people made a decision to have ·
Instead; each room is · a part ,of a
that party, despite consequences that
University owned - build.ing and · a
had been explained to them.
.
, University run community.
Mr. Hastings may have perceived it
The goings on in all University
as "under control". But . I fail to see
buildings are subject to all Federal,
how an advertised, multi-room party,
State, and University laws. Every
with common sources of alcohol, an
resident, in agreeing to possess the
overload of people, and underage
privelege of inhabiting that space and
d-r inkers can be perceived as
s_haring in that community, agrees to
controlled. By purposely violating
hve by those laws.

obvious policies, every individual
involved in that party made a decision
to accept the conseq~ences of his/ her .
actions.
Mr. Hastings complains that RA's
lack ''discretion" in many instances .
and "misinterpret" their _ duties,
"overestimating their powers . "
Perhaps he would have preferred RA's
to not have used their discretion and
had the u niversity--Police take control
of the situation?
Perhaps the residents of the bash
Hastings

Mr .

describes

have

misinterpreted their duties as residents
of a community and underestimate
their power arid responsibilities as
~ctive contributors to a positive living
environment?
As a~ RA, I resent being called a
"dutiful underling" artd "Executive of
Residential Life." I atn a student and a
co-ha biter of the building Mr. hastings
describes. I have been hired by the ·
Department of Residential Life as a ·
positive resource, counselor, and .
educator to the students I live with, as
well as a policy en.forcer. That
enforcement is not why ltook this job~

positive and .c omfortable growing
experiences for people as individuals
and as community members.
If the "tone and mood has been set"
in the place Mr. Hastings lives, then he
and . his comrades are the ones who '
have set it. Rather then taking the
freedom for growth that they've been
· gi'ven within the residential life system,
these residents ·seem to have chosen to
"gag" themselves with restrictions that _
d·o, indeed, stagnate their
environment .
Any such restrictions are, however,

self-imposed. We, dorm residents at
UNH, have all been given certain
standards which over time have come
to be seen as those most con<;lucive to a
healthy · living environment. We all
decide; on our own, how we want to
function within those standards. We
have - the _ choice of stagn~ting or
growing; living with others .or in
constant c0nflict against them; acting
·
like children ·or adults.
It's on your shoulders Mr. Hastings.
I want, very much, io live with you, not
against you. The rest is up ·to you.

RA

spend many hours planning, helping, supporting,
sharing.·... They care about the people they live with. _
".{They) hai,e accepted the ro.l e of·be'ing activ~ participants in
aJh~~-lli,es.-·Q_f students.
It is not what makes my day. In fact, it
often sucks. But it 'is a part, if small, of _
- the other exciting, pleasant, fun, aiid
challenging aspects of this job.
RAs here at UNH most certainly do.
"go beyond the call of duty" as Mr.
Hastings says-- but not in the way he
means. They do so in all areas of their _
work, spending many hours planning,
helping, supporting, sharing because
they care about the people they live
. with. We, Resident Assistertts, have
accepted _the role of being active
participants in the lives of students
who choose to live in residence halls.
We desire and work hard to facilitate

The Real World
call my roomie just before I head
hitching a ride. Sounds like a perfect
B_y J. Pokoski
home, so if I don't arrive within an
_location, right? Wrong.
. Well, 'here it- is, .the start of a new
hour, she can call the cops.
academic year. College students are , · Seeing that Dame Road is out in the
Well damn all this! The point is- I
boondocks, there are no streetlights. If
moving away from home and into
shouldn't have to take all these
I stay in Durham after sunset, I have to
dorms or apartments. Finally we're
precautions! Newmarket is not New
walk half a mile down a dark road. No
independent -of our parents and ready
York-I should be able to walk ·home
problem, you say. Except that twice
to learn. about the real world, right?
without looking·· over my shoulder
now I've been followed. By some guy
Well, I've been living away from
in a car. With his headlights off. And I ev~ry twenty steps. I shotildn 't have to
.. home" for all ·o f a month now, and it
·
plan my day so as to be hoine by dusk.
don't ·like it, dam nit!
has indeed been very "educational."
I like going out dancing, or to a movie,
According to another Newmarket
. You know what I've been learning
and I don't like having depend on a
woman, the same car has followed a
this past week? Not just fluid
couple of women at night- but never . ."date" to protect me, and deposit me
mechani<;s and Chinese history- I've
·
.
been learning about fear and.paranoia. . any men. I have no idea what this guy safely. on my doorstep'.. ·
-is up to; so far he hasn't tried to accost . I can't help betng a female, -and I.
I've: been learning that I can only stay
refuse to .be considered vulnerablejust
me, or mug me, or run into me. On the
out after dark at the cost of any feeling
because of my sex. These past few
other hand, both times that J've been
of safety. I've been learning that
despite all this talk about "equality of · followed, someone driving by saw weeks I've learned fear, but I've also
what was going on and gave me a ride learned anger~and I am very angry
the sexes," I'm still at a seve,re
home. So far, I've been iucky. I can't that some jerk feels ·he has to get his
disadvantage in the real- world .
_. The apartment I live in is out in the . count on getting picked up every time I kicks by harassing me. I am too proud •
·
walk home.
to cower at home after dark, but when
boondocks of Newmarket, half a mile
So what d·o I do the -next time Istay ·1 -go out, I am prepared to defend
down Dame ·Road. It's a great placemyself.
in town late- or have to walk home
quiet, surrounded by fields and woods,"
after work, as I do three nights a week? · Yeah, you know, I've been learning
not much traffic, and what traffic there
.
a lot this semester.
Hope that this guy is "just'; playing
is is slow: the road is so bad that -1 have
head games, trying to scare me? Arm Jennie Pokoski is a junior majoring in
yet to ~e~ anyone exceed the 30 mph
- .
myself with mace, or a- knife?· I
Mechanical Engineering.
speed hm1t. The end of Dame Road is
ri~ht next to a _Kafi-,Van stop, and if I , ,cei;tainly can't get a ride straight to my
/.
en:~':., _~~? ~~!e'P' ~~~rt!i,~ ~ l go out!· A~ •it is',<!
miss _a_.,~us_, ,- 1,,-. ~a~~;, ~?.:PJ?b~
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Inside
Abortio n
By Allen James Bowie.
Five weeks ago:
Today's been the best day of my life.
Bµt t~en, today's veen the only da_y of
my hfe. You see, I was conceived
today!
Mom and Dad .were both a little ·
drunk, but they seemed so happy in
each other's arms. I don't think they
. know I'm here yet, but when they find
out, I can't wait to see how much
; happier that will make them!
One week ago:
·Mom and Dad had a fight today .
She told him about me, and he got
really mad! He-said it(who, me?) was
all her fault. Then Dad said he didn't
_love Mom enough _to marry her
(weren't th<?Y already?), and Mom just
got more and more upset the whole .
time. Finally he told Mom to take care
of it. What does he mean? I'm s~ared ·
. again.
Today:
. Mom's concerned about what? Her
schooling? She's going to kill me just
- .
so she can graduate on time?
. No, you ~an't_! That can't be· my
mother talkmg! That. can't be 'the
person so full of love and affection I
knew a few weeks ago! Has knowing
me done this? Arn I really that bad,
_
.
that guilty?
Doesn't Mom want me? Does.n't
someorie want me?
Mom, I love you! You conceived me
and carried me around all this time · even if you don't want me after- I get
out, can't you just put up with me for a
_little while longer? Isn't my life worth
it? Don't I deserve a chance? Areri 't I a _
. person, too?.
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TONIGHT, Sept emb er 23rd

.1.

nouem·ber.arouo With solcial Uuasts .
1

Stude nts-$2 . -0 0
.Public -$3.00

Availab le· at the door . nig~to f show · .

· SATURDAY NIGHT SEPTEMBER
.

.

. THE

COMEDY ·
.CONIECTIOII
.

..:::

24th

.

. . Three _CO(lledians who'v e worke d ·
on Da·vid Letter ma-n "
· and HBO camp us come dy.
11

.

Tickets: student s- $2.00

public- $2.50 ·

DOOR S FOR BOTH EVENTS OPEN -AT 8:00
UNH I.D /PROO F OF AGE REQUIRED
· '. ... * * * * * * Sponso red by MUSO *_* * * * *
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Smith's ('('Doctor

Blues'' published
By Rae Ann Hoyt _
Moon/amp which came (rom a
English professor Mark visjon· l had of a man walking
Smith, · 'wearing · his usual
through a field, going over a
- _ oxfo~d shirt -a nd _kfiaki pants, - fence and then qisappearing."
calls Doctor Blues a comic,
Smith had a couple of scenes
confessional novel -t'old in the - in mind for Doctor Blues. One
first person. The novel was ·, / of them was a baby abandoned
- released this past summer.
at the -beach, floating_ in - the
"Do-ctor Blues," said Smith, incoming . tide,. presumably "is told in the first person _ because '. its mother had ·
because 1 wanted to do°", story -· _drowned. Smith thought this
with the 'I' voice. I wanted to --would be the opening scene in
- see if I could su~tain the quality
of the voice and the character'_
behind it." ,
Smith · smiles as-- he talks
about nis"riew bo'o'k. His desf is cove r ed.. w ith .papers and - envelopes. His office windows
overlook Thomps.on H;ill and
_busy hours of the day he can
watch the students go by.
"The - narrator - of Doctor
UNH Jazz Band sets up f~r a Paris show.
,Blues is an academic at a
fictional university in · New
Hampshire - called the .
Univ er s i_t y of the - 0 l d
Commonwealth," · he said.
,Another band member says _. "He's the lone _pre-historian
By Eric M. Heath
hundred, the group, led by
It woulc:Cbe a generaliz-a tipn · UNH professor.and Jazz Band he · was surprised that they in the history department, n<?t
~o say that all of Europe "lo_ves d'ire~tor Dave Seiler, won each could stick wjt]JiJ,hahpa_ce. ' °""' -·.,.; too happy wi_t~ hi,~ career or his
"We'd be up 'til all hours _second marnage.
Jazz: b_ut by the enthusiasm , ~of its audience~ with carefully
received by the UN~ Jazz selected programs of ,music then get a cnuple hours sleep: ._. "The ~arrato_r _b.e~omes
somethmg of a
Band_ on their recent European _ from _the repertory of clJ:tssic get up, have some ver}'.. black - . mvolved
coffee someone...would crack a murder mystery _at Mystery
_MARK SMITH
tour you would almost think it . and, modern big band jazz. true.
Beginni.ng with a show in joke a~d we'd be awake for the Hill. He's called in to_consult
and becom~s, unfortunately, ,_ his novel.
At:ter intensive rehearsals Amsterdam they traveled by day," he said.
"It actt,1ally ended up at
_
_?Yr i n_g the four d ~y s bus - to Heidelburg, Luxem- , From castles to cathedrals, the su_spect.
a pout page 20Q," he ·said.
Smith -~ays _he _wrote PJ~tor
immediately following finals bourg City, Glarus, Lugano-- a to the lanqscapes thaf , were
Working ·with -a good editor -last spring, - when band swiss tgwn whose surprisingly completely new to most of . Blu_es _ fatrly _ q~nckly _over a
0na novel makes all the
members "practically lived in _near tropical clime sports pa1m them, they fook it .all in. But pe_nod of one and a_half to two
differenc€ __ i-n the world,
music
was
always
the
business
~
year~.
He
calls
his.
novel
a
Paul Creative Arts Center," trees-- Interlnchen, Str-as-according to _Smith.
·
acc?rding to sax man ·Joh-n bourg, and finally wound up in at hand and the- insturmenta- relatively -long novel m length,
"If you have a good editor
lists
·sometimes
chose
to
s-it
Oljt
.
nu,?1bering
486
ra~es.
·-'
-catmo, the twenty · piece big Paris.
he'll look over your manuscript
I have to wnte a complete
band and their modest road
During the free time which tourist excursions in order to·
closely. You-want a sympathepractice.
As
tapes
of
the
c:iraft}hen
revise,~'.
Smith-sa_id._
crew flew across the Atlantic to they found in between each set'
tic~ perceptive editor. You and
land in Brussels.
up, warm up, sound check and concerts verify_the results were . 1 wnte proba~ly four maJor
your- editor are working
well
worth
it.
Even
to
'
1
:
couple
_
drafts,
but
,
~1ght
revise
some
For nearly three weeks they concerrthe bana ·m embers-were
together to put out the best
sectwns ten times . Some scenes
toured Europe from Amster.- _ busy seeing Europe, many of -oflocals in Marchen.
product, · ye-t there is this
The
band
blazed
the
jazz
trail
take
a,,
lot
more
wor~
t~ah
dam tb Paris, performing for tltem for the first time. Catino
.
. . . . adversary relationship between
au~ien~es- son;ietfoies num- describes the sight seeing pace · into that small Swiss · town others..
you -at the same time."
where
the
inha_
b
itants,
mal}y
The
ideas
Sm1~h
~ses
ih_
his
benng m the hundreds and to- as ·being more pectic thari the
Smith, born in the midwest
dressed -in- traditional attire
novels come -t o hun m vanous
one audience of two in a Swiss - concert schedule.
originally
wanted to be a poet~ ·
had _never heard jazz before.
w~ts.
. . .
"W~ would go and go and,go
h~mlet,) lie result of-a-short day
He
is
the
director . of the ,, -~
lt·v~~ies f~om ~ook to book
tnp.
.
. _ untiL fqur in the morning just was a beautiful day ·outside as _
graduate writing progrartl and .
JAZZ
page
16
for
me;
Smith
said
.
But whether to two or two
meeting people,~'Catiho said. '
"I wrote a ghost novel call _ SMITH, page-16

Jazz Band's summer· to·u r

m

1

It ..

Happy Hour Series: The NeW England C enier
By Consuelo Congreve
- Wild and crazy it's .not.
_ The - wild wood Lounge".
managed by UNH students at
the New England Cente.r, offers
-a great view, foreign brews, and
a background of classical music
durin_g its Wednesday through
Friday Happy Hour from 4:30'9:30 p.m.
_ t The _Wildcat Lounge is
qownstairs in t_he New England
:~enter. It is a Franklin Lloyd
~~rightish room with huge
-}iertical windows overlo0king
the forest, comfortable modern

( M_exico ), Beck's ·, :..t::ight ·and
_ Dark · (Germany), an_d
. Guinness Sto~t (Erigland). ·
I ordered a Heineken dark ·
and it_ came quickly and cold.
Others-·with me :ordered mixed
,drinks which they s-a id were
- good-tasting, _ not weak and
watered down. My second ·
round was a rum . and coke
: which., had a plea's·ari( -rummy
taste. - The beer was $1.60, the
mixed drinks were $2.10.
One of the great things about
the Wildcat ·Lounge is their free
food. Fit:$J. th~y served pot~to
lu -f nit Ure - a n d: . Il1 0 de r n skins, k'~pt warm - in a, hugh-,:
~ulpture .
_
tureen, . a~d,'.,- ~ou~ crea,rp. ,They _
1 The mood was subdued. The were thmlyshc€d and crisp:. WetfV at the bar was tu~ned off no wolfed down - about- three
~ne was playing the fone Pac- -platefulls. ·Later- they-- seFved ,,,.Man game. ·Classical music codfish balls.
- ~rifted over the sound system
There is af?.. _oysteF -bar.-,too,iand the juke box was stocked The oystets'. are 40 cehts·'eacb; ,. -i
· With Elvis and Chuck Berry.
cherrystone clams --a:re-2~ cents :
:' Six domestic beers·a:re served . - and _shrimp is 95>
The .:'
:~t happy ~our, fr~m Bud to sh rim~ - .c ame with - a tasty ,,
,§.troh's. M1chelob 1s· on draft cocktaII sauce, not too hot ot..~· ,
ft nd there are 12 ·imported mild. There were also - __ _

ce:Jts. :

.
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~ounge.
(Jim
Millard
photo)
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( cootinued from page 15)
"My host family had a son
the band ~et up its equipment.
It was, in fact, the first clear day · just my age, so I felt like a
. in the preceeding thirty, which member otthe family,'' Catino
led all but two of the said.
The band . played a jam
Marcheners outside . But thetwo who stayed inside for the session on the first night, and
program enjoyed a full length . on the second night played a '
joint concert with the Glarona
concert.
The. tour's .hi.gh-light was a · Big Band .' - Several hundred
stay' in Glarus Switzerland. people packed the modern and
. There the ,musiciar1s stayed well maintained public
with · host families most of auditorium, a·nd received each
whom were members of the' number with heartfelt
. .
town 1s own Glarona Big Band. enthusiasm.
Catino, as al.I the UNH - The tour ended in an
musicians, has warm memories, intimate Parisian jazz club
: .__ where the band played one O_I
of the days · in Glarus.

--SMITH--

its finest performances. Then it
was off to Brussels for the flight
back home.
The UNH Jazz Band
returned rich in photos;
meinories and performing
experience . As far as Seiler_and
his musicians are concerned it
_w as-. a successful tour in every
conceivable way. In fact when
band members were asked to
sum up their feelings a
normally empty phrase took on
a wealth of meaning .. "It was
really great!"

WlJNH Top 15

<continued from page 15) _

1. Talking Heads- Speaking in Tongues
2. Adrian Belew- Twang Bar King
3. Big Count_r y- The Crossing
4. Neil Young- Everybo(iy's Rockin'
5. Altered Images- Bite
6. The Alarm.- The Alarm .
7. Bongos- Numbers With Wings
8. T.r anslator- No Time Like Now
9. Motels- · Little Robbers
10. Georgee- Georgee
11. Primary Colors.:...,; Primary -Colors
12. Nils Lofgren_;_ Wonderland
13. Elvis Costello- Punch The Clock
14. The Cure- The Walk
15. The Animals- Ark

was_rec.ently elected to the eight ·
man Board of Directors of
Associated Writers.
, His seventh novel, Smoke
Street, awaits publication; H~
• , took the summer off from ·
( continued from page 15)
writing to teach a course called
"America·n Writer Abroad"for
crabmeat/ whitefish cakes that group include<:i a birthday girl
were attractive to the eye but who received balloons from a the Cambridge Summer
program, in England.
singing, derbied messenger.'
·
tasteless. ·
The Happy Hour at the New
The service· was . fast and
Smith, a ·graduate of
silent. The waitresses were England Center is good to
dr~ssed attr.actively ~nd were · show UNH off to Mom and Northwestern, is an avid tennis
. Dad. Impr~ss them with t}:le player, and sports fan. He lives
courteous. ·
Wh€n we· arrived at 5 p.m. fact that its run by UNH _ ·in York.Jiw.QX, Me. and said
there were about 20 people in ~tudents. Show ~hem ~he~ ne-wntes ar9Wfme and only at
·
home.
the lounge,- but by the time we Jukebox stocked with oldies.
left at 6:30~ there were over 50 Stlm them by incientifying
Most of them: seemed to be the Bach's "Fugue in G Minor 1-' or
!J?ctcYr Blues is published by
administrative crowd, said one Beethoven's "5th ~ymphony" Wilham Morrow Publishing
on the speakers. _Rut . don't go Company and is available at
friend of mine.
But there were students then~. bananas. This is a class j.oint.
the lJN H Bookstore.
·
·
,, in -b irthday h_a_!_s_ c!!!d _another --·

The Raw Bar .at -the Wildwood Lounge. (Jim Mi_Uard photo)

---WILDWOOD·- - - - - -

TOP FIVE SINGLES
1. Peter Godwin- Baby's in the Mountains ·
2. Fruer- Doot Doot
3. Thought- Too Much to Drea-rn
4. Eurythmics- Love is a Stranger
5. Colourbox- Breakdown _

I

S"ettle For The Rest
.n You Can Have The Best ...

Come to our OPEN HOUSE
•· And do your washing for FREE*
Cash _Door Prizes-Refreshments Wedne~d~y, -sept~mber 28
9 _a .m.-4 p.m.

.DURHAM
LAUNDERCENTER
I

~

•

Oelivers To The· Town Of
Durha-m _As Wefl As· The .
UNH Campus. _

'

Conveniently Located • Open 24 Hours .

7 -D ays A Week, 6 'p.m.~ l a.m.
-.

.

.

.

~

Th is Weeks Spec ta I
,-

,

Greek .Gyros-~ $1.50
42 .Main Street

Tel. 868-2224

11 a.m. "" 1 a.m. Weekdays, 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Weekends
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As ; _M~e Offic~r:, you coclcf 6e-fu~charge of a Mach
2 + F/ A-18A, a vertJcal take-off ~arrier or one of our -·
other jets or helicopters. And you could do it -by the time
you're 23. But it takes a,special commitment on your part. We demand leaders·· at all

levels. We teach you to be one.
If you're_a freshman or
sophomore, ask about our

. . -_

. . . .

' ----- .:,

.

,.J :

undergraduate officer_commissioning progranis--:--If_you're ,: ;: ,
a junior,·check.out our ,graduate programs. Starting
· -salaries are from $17,000 _to $23,000. And you can.count
on going farther ... faster. .

Gofarther.••
faster. · ·

Maybe you can be one ofus;

.
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·- GARFIELD

~V!S ,:,:

ST-tJI>EN 'fS-- .-

~'k.,foontinuett"ftofitpa"gf,.3, t,=(,,,.

traditional students should be
·separated or- mainstreame d.
_ A~corping~ to.,; .Sh<¥, non
fraditional. -sfUid,e pts . _._~can) _,b e
mainsireatried .4,i.tif tl~ey re~lly.
f~~-i _g~od ,a}?out: t:hemsel~~s:"
· . Adminis-tratiye, coordmator
M,a'r-tha , Byc!;m~"'. said , ••t_he~
progr.a m is long,, overdue. No1_1
traditional students enrich the
cpmµmn,ity . becau,se they have
different .lifestyle .for
led
- _
·awhile / '
.' · The Center plan.s . . to work
closely . with . several . other
student organizati()ns.
T A~K hopes lo recrµit, ·
''older" 'students ·to wo_rk inJ.h~
p~~~ : tutor1ni'"pr ogram· ~ tli'ey,
- _run:
. ·- -. The Division of Continuing"
Educatioi:i also hopes to work_
·
with the Center. ·
• The Cent.er for Non Traditional Students is operating at a
r~duc·ed schedule presently, buf
they hope to be open regularly.
" _by r~e middle of October . .
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r"SOLATEO SJ!CJ/e.MISH-£~

/f'IAM Y rM.P.Art£N' ('-'f ,tfWAIT
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A,.e£Ao.y . t3-£&·V N A r .~J.JoT sPars '-'

Hours
9-5:30 ·-

Thur: &. Fri~-~Eve.
Till]

·- Rhone

,,}Jj 'JOHN NY I(ART ,

'Jl ..C.
,,

868-7051
-35 Main St
Durham

bE.r 60Ae flNE fAR AND .
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58 Dodge

work

17"·0'Ne i 11 play
'(3 wds ; )
19 Male sheep (Br.)
20 Acute
21 " - Fideles" .
22 Give ·off

~; !~~~~~~ (2 ,ids. )

r

46

59
''
60
61

_
28 Forgo
34 Liq ui d meas ure
"(abbr.)
35 "A wrong'd thought
. of
will break . stee l " - Chapman

DOWN

·, 36 W!d~~ /he foot

1 Old Wor l d bi.rd
27 In the middle, for
.
' 2 Cruel
short
3 Enter (2 wds.)
29 Madison Avenue
-square
4 output 5 Be apprehensive
30 Journa l item
6 Robert 31 Like some co ll ege
noyel
7 . courses
instant
8 32 Sierra (at once)
33 Cager's target
9 Providence TV
34 Park in Quebec
station
39 Nin•e , in Ve nice
10 Star of "The Heart40 Galahad'.s gaeb .
· . break Kid" ·.
41 Cul-de :·:...:.....
11 Frosts
44 Entertained, in
part

45 Climbi ng plant .

37 Floating structures
38 Expungements
39· Keyboa rd· interval
41 \las in · a dither
42 Reach a dest i nation
Know l edg_e "
4_3 " 44 Shows pain
WarbuckS
47 50 Cne of t~e Bowery
boys
51 Famous mi ddle name
52 Southwest wind ·
53 Appraise,
, ands,. or
56 No , -

12 Zoroastrian

but_s

· writings .

57 Swindle

CROSSWO RD, page 9
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KNOW

WHAT • ~ V "
. NO.
-tMUN5?
. ./

Two"Gam~s Saturda

1_~5pm

-

27 ·Big crowd

~•

Certain odds
(3 wds.)
Fleur- The quaJity of
bei ng .lea n or thin

l.CNaY.

~ ~~

-

t
" - . ;:
·
poS nd
Ruin the reputation : }; ~:~~!~~n~a •fi_$hes 18 Imitated a crow ·
_ ~~- ~~~\~:;;i:an state, 23 ~~~~~~~~k's'' -:fru i t .
10 ·3:icy
'~
2-4 Na med
55 Wi nt er weather
15 At _stake (3 . wds: )
26 Comedian Louis. -.,.i nd.ex (2 wds.)
16 Do construction

ACf.1055

FREE
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A WOGY"
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(continued from page 3
\ '

'-".,, - .... - ··-=- ~-•:.- '"" . ~·,.,, ..... , __....

rapi<;l tu'rrthve:r of •cars · in· a (i~ma.riding to know why must decid.e whether to convert tree in the ceriter of the lot as
short-term fot-would guarantee· parking facilities were -~ not a large ; landfill area , near the was originally intended.
-:- .
a parki'ng ·space," Volt said~,.: . takeriinto. cd:hsideraii.ont when- t-fnew dorms into a ballfield or a· -. ·Bergstrom said she was
The committee will attempt the / a~rm& ,~: ji'er_e :,:_.bµJJt, ''. ~p8;iking,. iot.
- .
. . , . "hap.py" to report , l.ittl-e
to des.igna te·three lots fo/ short . Bergstrom said . ., ... ,,,. -- _ ",..
. ''Natural'ly this decision must problem wit_h the parking
tefin parking ... 'Ork would be . Stµdents ,·living in the>new . be · based on the needs of the peqnits. · According to
Lot-P: behind -· Parsohs. A _dornis are xequired ,, t-0 ·Jn1rk ·-. students/' Batcheller said.
Bergstrom, 5,525 permits have
proposal was also made that F-' their'. cars o~ernight in A-Lot. ·
The Parking and Traffic been issued this fall. Of these,
Lot ·be .a shorf--terin lot on an ~'We ;· understand thaHbis is an . Committee did adopteight have beeri repor_ted
experimental ba'sis.
, incopvenience," Bergstrom proposal to repave Lot-R on miss(ng, two were .-recovered.
The problem of parking said. The committee is Ballard Street. They agreed noJ:;''
There apparen,tly has~_ been
facilities for the new dorms in CU r r e n t l_y l Q Ok in g i n.fo ;,_ to have the lot striped since .
· area four was also discussed.
alternate lots for ·the. res'ioe_hts -there · were .no existing
"We have been. inundated of the new dorpi.s. - :,·-:~ .• . -_,
problems with parking space·s. .
with calls from students
In additi?n,~. th~ ·committee ,,They also agreed ·not to plaq_t ·~> ·

a

no trouble with fa,_culty~ ,staff
and commuters- disp_laying
their ·permits·: · These are
attached to . the rear-view
mirror inside the car.
· The .' Parking and Traffic· ·
Committee will meet again on
Oct. 13, to make final decisions
on the ideas presented at
yesterday's meeting.

----~!!l!!!!!l!!~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!~~~----
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.DO uou have
·sacratarial
~

Skills?

;,; .

If so, I need ·you!
- ·Please stop by for an
· a.p.plication for
SAFC secretary
(a paid position)
in Room 145 of
the MUB

· ~The Parking -and Traffic Committee met at Janetos House on Thursday morning. (Rob Bossi
']~hoto) . f fc',. : -- ;. ' .
·-m,ri. . .:'. _{' ~--_ \":_,·~;;-~ ·: ~·· ' -_ .. .. .

·~L ~- '

i , ..';

Proijrarn~r1ing Fu~d,.Qr~nizat ion

_DeacJline:· Sept. 23--TiiAT'S TODAY!

-

-,< ~IP
. . .
P;:.·.

.

f:."'.'"· ·~•·;d~~----f··

.~~

:

~ (; . · · -El Gato

v: ·
·. ~

Frldau -nlaht: . STILLWATER -RUN!!

.Jtar11n1 at a:oo o.m.

One PFO .Coordinator

,<

·work with non-Sf'.FC.organizatiop._s
\

:-

.to:,plafl, pfogramm ing btidgets
Opportuni ty for · b usiness and
_manageria l experience

Deadline for applications
Noon
·s ept. 30
For lnformation and Applications
-·See f',fO in Rm. 124 of the MUB

Mexican .& American- Food
Hours 11 :30-2:00. lunch
4:30-9:00 dinner
.

.

.

. Entertainmen t Tues . .thru Sat.

i
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· ... Unless they are pre$erve d in b]ack and white . ·
/ (and color)b y this year's _Granite. Jfyou would
like to own a 1984 Granite; sim12lxf ill ,QlJJ (he
. below form, enclose it and a $6 ch'eCk ih asedled ·. envelope , 'and Send it "f?yfederal or-camp us mail
to~: ·

,.)-

. ·xeH' • -· ·
'

.....

The Granite
Rm-125-M UB · ~
- UNH - ·Durham, ·NH 03824
-

**Only Freshmen, Sophomores , .and Junio,:s must b11:y this book**

.

--------------- ...... --- ------- ------- ----------------- ~-------------·-------.
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Name~.
Ad~dress_.- - - ~ - - - 1

- - - - - - - - ~ .

/ -

SS# _ _ _ __

Phone_· _ _ _ __
'
Class _· _ _ _ _ __
/ .

**This form is for Freshmen, $ophomores, and.Juniors~only!**
-_, Deadli~e is 0 -c tober 23, 1983
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VERY NICE .FURNISHED RCYOM,' Quiet
residential area, Dover, near Kari Van,
kitchen privileges, $195/month includes
T ·
742 6126
.
ut, 1t1es.
Roommate wanted to share room at
Sfrafford House. Female, $650 for the

~osr and-;
.

~

.

.

.

. ,

for Sall
~~~-~------_.1-

• ·

Windsurfers: Ehd of summer giveaways.
Classics for $675.00. Comp. for $850.00;
R$8oc0k0e.00t9.9Rfoocrke$t82885.00for· R$o7c0k0e_too1_203fffoerr
ends. Oct. 21. Must have 50'¾ ·,n advance.
Call Mark at 868-5241.
-, 978 Suzuki GS550. Excellent condition.
Low mileage $1000. Call 749-4853 after
5 :p.m.
1'377 Pontiac Asstre . Runs fine . Body in
very good condition. Automatic
transmis'sion . Power steerirtg. $800.

SIMMONS SLEEP SOFA ', FOR SAi£
Double bed size, with mattress. Brown
Upholstery. Excellent condition . You need
this sofa! Now, only $130.00 Call 659- 6004 between 5 & -1P p.m .9/2.7
1971 VW "411 "4-door. Needs bodywork
and tinkering. $300.00 or best offer. Call
anytime. 436-9502, ask for l'eena 6r
Apple .
$800 perfect UNH car 1977 suburu 4wd.
wagon, laughs at snow! 20 mpg, 2 extra
tires (besides spare) AM'/FM cassette,
90% parts replaced this summer. 8681420 ask for Suzy.
1981 Toyota Starlet, 5-speed, 46 mpg, excellent conditfon . AM/FM casette
player (Sanyo with Alpine- Speakers),
southern car, rust proofed, good tires,
some extras. Must sell immediately.
$4300 or B.O. Mary--749-2458.
1972 Kawasaki. SZ 350w/PARTS BIKE.
Needs some work. Need money, no reasonable offer refused. Call Dave in
118. 868-9678. •·
1971 VW Sedan. Excellent run~ing
condition , some rt,Jst. Rebuilt engine,
good transmission, 28-30 mpg, AM/FM
Stereo cassette. $950. Call 895-4282 to
see this -dependable car.
1972 SAAB. Great shape except for minor
spot rust . Runs excellept for a 12 year old
car. You have to drive it to believe it.
Asling $750.00 or b.o. Call for Art at 868- .15'34 for an in expensive dependab1~
i
Leave name and tel. #.
The most advanced _double cassette

-ear.

stereo record SHARPGF-7772, 3:.way-6
spl:!ak, automatic program locates devise,
notice reduction system. Multi-AMP 4
ba,:ids, tap selector and echo funtjto:n. 5
mqnth old. $500 or b.o. 749-92 t 3.912'].
FdR SALE: 8,000 and more 1984 Granite
•
Ye,arbooks. Price: $6 ._ On . ca_mp~s,
st1:Jdents look for subscription formi, 'In.,
your mailbox. Off campus students look-1·:
tor.',forms at the MUB Info . Desk and the
Commuter Center . Deasline for
subscriptions is Oct. 21.9/30. ,
·, ·-, ;: ~·

PROFFESSIONAL VIDEO ;,.G
· EAR.
C0.MMERCIAL VCR, CAMER, STUDIO
A~O CAMERA . LIGHTS, TRIPODS,
U!NIPOD, BATT., ETC. All _new. Worth
$.(500, seling $1650. call 74 9 _2626 _
Stereo Albums and:rapes. Over 1100
BrJmd new, Factory Sealed. Mostly Rock.
Ide.al for Re-Wholesale or Flea Markets.
S~}ling $500. Call 749 1 2626.
M~il truck, J 979 Ford Step Van, new
pai.nt, R/H Drive $1300. 868-5205(eves).
Fe[lcing equipment for sale: foil, mask,
glok e .. and women's size large jacket. 4
years oldd, ha-rely used . $50 .for
ev~rything- will sell separately. Call 43675~63 . Sue .
·
Ddwnhill skil equipment. Olin Ill 180's
NQ,tdica hightop boots men 's size 7 (fits
woman's 8½), plain old poles. Call 4367563 . Keep trying. 9/20.
Oit paint supplies for sale. Paints,
br(J_shes, canvas, stretchers. 436- 7563.
Ke~ p trying.
01Jasar, 13-inch, B&W Television new
co~dition; $45 cair-742-8735.
"
IV~%Speed, Ross, Men 's 28 inch GRAN
TQJJR, Pro. Silver Like New, Must sell.
$1 ·85.00, call 742-8735,
Ap~le II plus, 64k, green screen monitor;
disJ drive, grappler plus interface card,
1 z9cps dot matrix printer $1995.00. Call
Ed;:.-E xeter 772-5198.
Loft for sale, sturdy and meets the fire
saf~ty height requirements. Call Bob 659-

3Hl5 .

J ,::~l:i~1t'~1:~r°~~b~i,; ~~;tu~~ ~t."~;~, ~~!,:'~".;J!!-~~ d~;f, ~t~~~ ~';;po,;~:~:"
bu~~~:~••~~·:n"?h~v;,,.~~ .·
_,.- · ·. ·
lip
0

__

11 :30 til 2:00> Dinneffrom4;30 ,til 9:00. -· ~e.mester,- what other surprises do you
Keep
the good work. Let it rain, let it
Cat Nip ,Pub.El Gc'lto. 868-9691. ·,
have up your -sleeves?
rain. let it rain! .We love you ! Carla, Tedi,
My gold watch on Monday afternoon. · It
STILl .WATEiR RUN!! · f>taying at the Cat , D. Dornick: If I'm a stud, what's that make
Pam and Lauren (the, v.v'.s).
was giveh to me by a late close relative - Nip Pub El Gato, Frida·y nite Sept. 23 9
you? Affer a-II; you have all the hardware.
First Fraternity Rush- Phi Kappa Molson:
and is one of great sentimental value : If
p.m. Come ·and ·have· the · best t.,·me ·10
·
·
Friday Sept. 23, 8:00 p.m ... It's oh the 2nd
f d· 1
-CLC Although just about EVERYONE
·
you in it p ease give me a call. Th·ere is a
Difrh-am. Be UNH Nipper!! 868-9691-:
snapped Saturday nite, 1still had a terriffic
floor: periodical room of diamond Library.
definite reward. 74.2-9073. Ask for Lisa. · •R
l .
_ .
· Refreshments will be served (iA the 24- ·
.
,
- oy . ·. 1s a -- gre,at student body v1.ce , time. I hope there are more, foo -- do you? I
hour room, bring change). Signed--The
_P_resident a__n_d a__n_ even better slamhou_nd,/_. ,, together
really ' hope
can . spend'.
some good
time
. Molson Brothers
· W · ed
· andwebecome
(at ..least)
Help ant_. .
• ·
- Wanted; ·Lab
manuals for Vertebrate
f . d M b
'II t
b.
t·
Bumpkins, Happy Birthday tommorrow! ..
,;,_ Morpholog
y· Frog and Mink dissectio-ns. . nen s.
ay e--you s op Y some ,me
soon? P.S,. Yo.1:J're a great Dancer! E.T. ~
Hope you hve a very special'day on your _
2 2159
2 0th. I'm looking forwa rd to seeing you ·
WANrED: SHOPPER'S HEL},-ER: Person '. ca·t_l Al at ' ' ·
•
,
,
·Da up the Big Apple in style this weekend,
tq acco.mpany one ZO'yr. old male every
EnJOY a change ot gace for rv,onday s . guys! W~'II mis~ ya . Love, A- 5 . ..
. _
Saturday night. Be ready for a great time!
,w eek and a half on grocery shopping
lu~chl. Have Thomas Jef~erson,s favor~te
Love, you "Little Bear".
··
.
vegetable soup or Abe Lincoln s favorite
Lisa~ the · word is out and all . around
. spree. Mblst hav~, .sense of humor,
.
·· . 1
Lisa R.- so it's the big 20! You finaJly made
appreciate generic foods and be abl~ to . vanilla-almond cake,._~ome to t~.e MUB
campus, so ·tet _me contribute to ·the
it. Now we'll let you come out with us!!
carry at least 2 bags from Shop and Sav_e
fof foods fr?m the Wt;i,te House 1v1onday,
occassion. HAPPY LEGAL BIRTHDAY!!
Happy Birthday Lili, love Cin.
to 58 Main St . If interested, see Matt or
Sept. 26, cooked by a UNH HoJel-student.
Go wild. 'Don 't hold back and most of all,
enjoy
yourself!
Nancy
.
·
.
To
Elizabeth, who found a ladies watch:d i
·
·
·
·
·
Darr.yl. P.S.Salary negotiable.
·
MSB : · If you want _chinese food badly
BIKE HIKE
CRAWL
f
·
• •
say your personal in th 9116 issue, an .1
INTERNATIONAL TRADE- F, IE b.D --_ e~lOugh, you'll
'
· or
to ' Kare]l you do. a anta st ic job s,xty-nmmg
tried calling 2 -2120, but they couldn't
EXPERIENCE. SEMESTER .I. Volunteer' tlie MaiKa) for•· Su nd ay's brurtch. nt let . Jo th e beat on Tuesday Morn\ngs.
,~ help me. Could you give me a call? Lisa~
Position. Local Area. Work with · an
you know which one . TG.O.Y.D.
The number for· mub information is inth'e
742 -9073.
·
-export/import company on various duties · FOR1 SALE: 8000 plus 1984 Gran_ite
caboodle. Keep calling us and y~u·u get an
Hey Calderone- Look out for the sh--, if
hours ar-ranged. Andm. Language, or any
Yea rbooks . · Price: $6 . . On-can:ipu's
ear fulJ.
·
mai·or, Conract Fielel Experience omce
swuem:s · look ft,r- ::.ub:,;1:::ripti1:111 f t:n·m "::. in
YAU don't there's ooino to be trouble with
If you . are tall, bonde, in the college of
a Capital T
862-1184. DEADLINE Sept. 30, -1983.
your mailbox. Off campus students- look
engineering, live in Christe·n sen and y_o ur • - -- - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - Job #83069.9/27.
.._
for forms at the MUB Info Desk and the
i name is Mark, 1really want to meetyo.u. If
E.M.- You already stole the key to my .
Commuter · Center . .Deadlfne for
interested, write me a pers9 nal!!--blue
heart and now you want a master? Tell
Work for Upward · Botind as a
subscriptions is .Oct. ·21.
eyes -. , ,
·
you what - - if you can't get in I'll come out
tutor /counselor .. .7 to 10 hrs./week.
f
and hold tt,e window.
.
Excellent work and Learning Experience . . Is t h at $6 . f or a 11 8000 b 00k s, or $6
· or
LISA, now that you can drink /,,g111/y ,,y qu '
Work/Study pFeferred, Apply at Robinson
· each book?
·must be very happy. Oh yeah; and just
Hey Heather Mc'.- -When ever I see a_pine -,.
House or Call 862 - 1562. _
I think they mean $6 per book. · ·
think, now we're considered adults, I
tree. l'I th ink of you Bippity Boppety Boo
- - Happy Birthday Kiddo. 1yr c,loser to 20!
h
· 1·k
Wanted : Sexy secretary for Steve Parke·r, _Oh, t~anks for clearing that up for me. ' th ink. 1 sure ope we never act I e one.
UGH . Love the 21st kid .•
SAFC-chairperson. Mast have reasonable ·
Don't get too bad this weekend,.
EdP.- -ThestudoftheUpperQuad. Posing ·
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES - OVERSEAS! remember, weekends are for studying,
secretarial skills and be willing to work
All fields, all levels. Graduating seniors · , not recuperrating! Lots. of love on your
as a centeffotd of Playgirl is not being a
. overtime en-yveekends. Please apply as
are encouraged to apply JlOW. ~or deta_ils,
BIRTHDAY! Carol. P.S. Can't wait 'til wm
good · role model. WAR HAS NOW BEEN
soon as possible to the SAFC office,
please send· a self-addressed, stamped,
get your payche'Ck too..
. .
DECLARED. Ann O'C. and Julia K.
bottom floor of the MUB.
Person needed to drive the- Zamboni at , long envelope to : FRIENDfr-OF WORLD
Do You Need-Gas $$$·$,. We'need ·a· 1,·ft to
.
'
p
O
B
1049
S
D'
'
Hi Ray, how is sports and field hockey?
TEACHING
Snively Arena . Job str,irts in October,
New York- City on Thanksgi)ling weekend
• · · ox
' · an ieg.o,
California 92112-,1049.
(Nov: 23 _ Nov. 27 ) If you're heade~ that
Sports is sports and Field Hockey is Field
Monday-Friday, 4:30 10 · 12:00 midnight.
Happy Birthday Sue Morris, legal and
direction, GIVE US A <;:ALL,l Lori, 2-1638/ "
H_o_c_k_ey_·_J_a_n_e_·_ ~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Contact Jennie Carbonneau at Men's
A_t_h_le_t_ic_s_
. _86_2_-_1_8_5_0_._________
·everything. · P.S. Don't- forget my jac.~et.
868-9752, n9, or Stacy, 2 -J 582/ 868Hey Bri, hope your tummy is ready.for the
I'm very attached to it.
k
..9827 # 207.
weekend. If not, we 'll make it up later
EXPERIENCED RQOEER, WANTED: N~ed
. to put new roof on house. Experienced
28·Young Drive, we 5-hould fit lobsters a'na , Hey Little Woman- -.HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
The enterta.infTlent extrava!!Janza of t-1:ie
roofer with references required. CALL
Lowenbrau into the budget more oftenJ
We hope this is, the best year yet. We .
year,, SUPERFEST _'83 at Club 109! Four
868-2113.
Thanks Mr. Waq;I!
know it will be. We love you !! Get
rooms of fun and frolic; inc;luding:
M~!A._R_K_E_T_I_N_G__F_I_E_L_D__
E_X_P_E_R_IE_N_C_E_:
Oancing ·in the Club, the John Narva
Attention Wdmen·: Would you like to see
psyched! Love · always, Wench, - BJ,
room, the Christmas Party, and a live
_S emester 11. Major-...national computer
Ben Baldwin and the Big Notes at the
Spunky, & Slouch .
·
office equipment company: Manchester,
performance
by SINGE. That's ·
Stone_ Church this ~[i~~~
i u__}!,!,! t.~~l:l~~. Happy Birthday .t o a great little sis.!
SUPE~FEzST '83. Watch for it!
N.H. Full-time. $276 weel</$6.90 hr.
Charlie & Biff
·
attact1ve and age 201'r i3-fcre"r, pl.ease.calf
Assist with marketing, · sales and
Tim at 862-2 714 (work) or 659 · 3237 ·
Hey 3B Xsen, Any time. ~ou want to take · To the residents ·of Gibbs first floor, and
customer service duties. Working_ with
Club 109. Thanks. for the birthday cards
I just wantto _say_one thing, "WHAT ARE
the victorious 4c'ers on in ultimate, we
micro-computers and office equipment.
and wishes . It was very thoughtful and I
·YOU QOING?". ·"
.
w_i_ll_b_e_r_ea_d-'-y_!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Excellent. opportunty. Deadline for
appreciated it very much.Thanks again for
Who's the Mayor and Best Dancer of
Julie, Karen and Allison~ Hope you had
application October 3, 1983. ·contact
.making my birthday a real happy one.
Durham ~N.D a "little f~puke?" Now you
fun sitting in your room while we were at
Field Experience Program, Verrette
HEY, you guys are one awesome floor,
must know who you are. There's a certain
Happy Hour Hiday. Maybe next time?
House, 862-1184. Ff #83065.9/27
even with Bert on it. (Just kidding Bert)
ex-neighborofyourswhowantstoletyou
Your supreme confidence in US
Special thanks to the owner of the Easy
HELP .. WANTED: Part-Time position
knowhow much you mean
to
her.
(Here's
continues
to
amaze
us.
Steve,
Seth
and
Chair Lounge, Ray Routhier, and my
1
availab!.e foi: college student'tdrepresent
"a hint: stie .t,as··wiJ,! ed· yo,!J ,all 'h_e!;- socks),
(Jeff)~ _;• .,
·
'-'-1:
'
brother
Marc:
t r ave I ""~CO m pl:! riyd On . ca'n:i'Pl.fsi:' ;,Ea'f-ri
Killer
Beware UNH - O'sh is returning. This tall,
Like I metioned earlier, today is Lis.a R's
commission, free travel and work
birthday, (luGkY fqr you Lis, I can't use full
slender, topless, redtiec;!d is in the same
experience. Contact :.B eachcomberTours,
league with the devil. O'sh is cominf:J this
names · in personals), so don't forget to
Irie. 1325 · Millersport Hgwy.,
SOLIDARITY calls upon you to stop
Wi'lliamsville, N.Y. 14221. · 716-632weekend and will be accompanied by his
wish her the best when you see her today;
shaving . ,
_
sidekick Borgal, a well dressed innocent
and if you miss her, don't'worry, you get
3723
---------------looking chae. Yfhey w j ll continue their . pfent{of chances· since she'll always be "' J . · O'Connor has recieved the James A . '
CHOIR DIRECTOR: Organist n'eeded. Holy - , guest fof..tl\le,she.rdevil McGarity, These
Guillmette .Administrative Service Award
found in some bar somewhere from· no-.,,
:JriI\ttY-;, ~ufheran : -CJ,urch. ·spauldin.g
for h•is p_ublic relations work with Club ,
two are dangefous,- and will let 'n othing
on.
·r1.frnpike & Fox Points-.fi{oad ,JNext .te Fox
109.
,
r;
stand in their way. But don't fret Regs,
Run - Mall). Newington,,. N.H. for piore
Zak, and eeej are here to protect you.
De.vine Joanne the 3rd, Sorry aboutthose
information call:. Roger, ~ 1119,/Jtf ~venings
"busted Cha_rts" Sat-urday'Night "It was • CONCERT PATES : Styx, Worcester ;
tentrum, ,Sept. 24. SINGE, SUPERFEST :;
~M&M: .- Yo'u:re there .'~nd l'.m here. UNH - an expedence" Please accept •: this;
926~45 99_ Pr :. Earl Werdeli fl: 7-a21-4119
or 436-2469._ · ·
. ·, ·:• ·" '---· ..,
'83, Date to be announce.d. ·
God, I miss you .'
"persona·r :. apology and consider giving
. hasn't bee n the
-~
.
"But December'.s. coming! 82 days! I c.a n't - me another chance at the Mub Pub/ next
Chris, our rival> have you found your . :..
ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGY FIELD
wait to give the"•biggest kiss you'll ever
- Thursday? 4C Jeff. ;. ,
,;:tqot!Jbru~h ,y~t?
~
, '. EXel:RJEN~E. f:,ull t.im.¢' ~e-~este'~ U M~jm _
get!. I lov'~yiJu,, Everyqne says -bi. ,Moe,
Ellen- l hope"'you f Birthaayweekenct'_.A~as
Hi Jane, wou·l d you like to put in some .¥
·· Laborato'ry': South Car-ollr.ia. $135 per.
Martine .. '. Aiways daydreaming, MO'nkey.
,,.
week. Environmental Conservation or
as good as the B. Weekend I had . You'll
personals, it would be ms pleasure.
,,,.
othe r related major. EE #83074. Contact
To the sisters of ~lpha Chi Omega-Thanks
have to come up some weekend and I'll .
Greg ·hgney, .!;low we _miss you on these .,,.
so
mu.
c
h
for
the
privilege
of
using
your
·tell
you
,about.
Field Experience Office, 862--1184.
Thursc;lay evenings. Wish you were here,
house for our rush. We would like to wish
DEADLINE Sept. 23, 1983 9/27
Love J.H.
you and your -,,pledge class the best ; Devine 2nd! You guys are number one)n
AIRLINE FIELD EXPERIENCE: Positions
through this coming yeqr. - .The brothers ~ the Upper Quad! We showed it by winning
Greg's still my hero
available Semester II and Summer 1984.
of Phi Kappa'Theta. ,~"
:
. . , the volleyball games. We started off with
Sounds personal te ·me.
Reservation/Sales plus work in all depts.
a boom, lets keep the spirit rolling
Soph, Junior, Senior with 2.50 plus
Dear Cuz, Willie Wonka, Glenn Miller (In . througout the year! More fun to come.....
K. Fay, cheer up! Thirty page labs aren 't ,;',
average. Admn, management or any
The Mood) anp Co : We are ''sooo solly" for . Julia K .
our irrational, y6t -transient, behavior last
. _ _-that b~d! Have a good weekend, relax and
major. $5 .00/hr. Airline Pass Privilege.
Sat . night. Wethou_g htyourhousewa,son,
For Sale: 8000 plus- 1984 Granity
enioy . Love, J.D,
·
Newark, N.J. DEADLINES: FOR
fire and tried to save you from .b ecoming
Yearbooks . Price $6 on -campus students . Jane 1·0 ves everyone
SEMESTER II, Sept . 30, 1983 for
burnt
weenies.
-Much
to
our
surprise,
it
'
lookd
for
subscription
forms
in
your
,
SUMMER 1984, November . 4, J 983;
Contact Field Experience Program,
ws only the ~uz., so we put him out . Hope _,_ mailbox. Off-campus. students look for
So I've hea rd
~J
VerretteHouse,862-1184fordetailsand
-we made', it :'.in time! .Seeya, .;,'Th.e
forms _at the MUB Info Desk and the
Paige P., so Michigan is a state. Can't wait .
application materials. FE# 83079.9i 3b
· Scoobiers"t ' ·.
·
Commuter · center. Dealine . for
tilChrisget.sheresohecanproveit . Let's ;:
Burnin' down the frickin HOUSE!
Subscriptions is October 2 1.
have a partying weekend, Love ya Kathy \ .
Earn $500 or more each school year.
KIR. - O.K. So yodels weren't on sale and
I get to go home tonight and I'm psyched
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
To the -s isters of Delta Zeta - Thanks for
o.k-.ldidn'tgetyouanybutdon'tyou.wish __ to sj_eep in my own bed ALONE (surf').
placing posters on campus. Bonu.s based
welcoming · us into yqur house th.i s past
11:Jad?o Choc;;olate, vanil la, can -yQu im_ag·ine "·. TIJank yo·u· Janet.
,
on results.- Prizes awarded
as well. 800-. - Monday~-. BesH'of. '.l uck to you and -your
1
vvh af they ·taste like? Oh yeah - Good ld'ck . -- Sar-a, you are NOT a dingbat! H .& K's "'
521;> -0883.
•
· ·pleage class this fall. The brothers of Phi.
with the diet.' ...
Grace.
.PSYCHOLOGY .MAJORS -iNTERESTED IN
K_a.:..p.:..pa_._T_he_t~a_
. ----.---:----:-----:-RES EAR CH: Work study posj_tion
Ang: HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Get psyched for . MIR. Sorry, you don't get one this week .
Patty, we had an awesome evening, too
(2-5227)
'
available in the Department of
yo·u r._ party tonight. Hope you have no
bad you weren't here. Hope you got some _'
Psychology. If [nteres~~d_. call _Dr. E).l~n .. plan-s for,'-yeur w,eekend .Guz it's already
Do you-need a. jQb?-Well come by Rm 145 · .c good sleep, ALONE . · - ,'.
been planned out for yol.'.J! Deb.
'
Cohn at 862-2360.9/27
in the MUB and pick up an application for
Hi Todd, wish you were here in my ALONE
. ' Student Activity Fee Council secretary., It
bed
Lecture: EXPLORING THE INNER
is a paying job with plenty of benefits.
J
I guess I'm not 9,~_il'lg t:to t ~t9Q'fght, I don '_t ,,.,
DOMAIN: FINDING THE GOD POWERS
Deadline •is Septei:nber 4..3 for all
WITHIN YOU ._Thu rs. Sept 29th at 7:30_ applicants.
.. want to intrud_e._,:- "'· , .,-,-, .,•• .
•,
p.m. GRANGc HAL'L(across from the Post
OK Carol , you can stay with me. Love, 4 ·
Valuable secretar ial skills ( Mir:i ute - -- - - - - -- -- . Office) presented by ECKANKAR.9/27
anqny.
\
- "°'
taking, typing and bookwork) are needed
DOVER FRIENDS MEETING (QUAKEB)..
TO THE MALE who seeks WOl'vlAN of
now for the student Activity Fee council
Hey Jim,,.'how's the dar-iiroom? Did you do ~
141 Central Ave.,_ .Dover (oppbsit e · great mind and body: I feel I am qu13lified
Secretary. Applications are now . be
as a~esJ)me ' a jpb ot1,y our math test as
Catholic Church). Meeting~ for :w_o~ship i, for the positior €Ind am free on most
accepted for the position. It is a paying
you do-" in tli'e darkroom? Hop'e ·so, you're ;;.
on Sunday_s 10:30-11 :30 a.m. For more
weekends . Which tropical be-a ch did you
Deadline
for
all
applications
is
i;>ositon
sure to get a 100%!
~~
info., contact: Lydia Willits (868-2629).
have in mind. -B.C.
September 23.
Chris and Jim, you losers. Thanks for the , :,_
Julie- When are we going to the library
coffee in my drawers! Thanks even more ·,:
again?
for cleaning it up.

_

a

:111 JI .

I
][§]

rest of the semester. Contact Manager's
Office abqut apartment D-25.

Mllc• neou•

- ' ; - .-, ·, ,

C
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Happy- ~.....~
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You, fi nal ly made

'\

Birthday \
e Morri
Fi~dle, Banjo, Gu itar lessons from
professional player. 659 -2658.
· C,\-LLIGRAPHY: Personalized lettering
dome for invitations, signs, posters,
statlo.n,ery-•.1, e~1Q:,; .Make . i;l "- sp.e ciatized ..
keepsake unique for you and the
01,casion. Contact Holly (after 6 p.mJ 7429299.
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_it to the big 18.
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Beth, what are .nm doing on the beaches
LIBERTARIANS, anarchists, objectivists,
..
of tl'!e Cape this weekend?
or fans of Rand or Heinlein or other nonconformists: Let 's get together, have fun,
And I thought the beaches of the Cape I -- and· consider how to increase our ranks
were d~serted after Labor Day
and _e ffectiveness . Write Southeast NH ...
·ihi;.Jinda the nh ·loves you still!
le.berti;!rian. Alliance, Ge.n;: Oel ·,Baymond,
.·. N·.H~'03077.
.
,
,.
S.T.- We must think AUSTRALIA!!f!!!!!!!!
"Principles of Liberty" - Five or ten-week
You can dance if you want to; you can
programs · offered. ·write " Seminars",
wear pink ·if you want to, too
RFD 2, Box 591, Epping, N.H. 03042 or
J
Hoove.r does occasionally drink ice tea ,
call 679-5262 for details.
Mark, alias houseboy, Don't die oh ·u s i
,X':l TTENT,lbN WOMEN: would you like to
yet!!! You still owe us breakfast in bed!
see Ben Baldwin and the BIG Note at the
,~Bo.l;l ,: d~ar es\,, J h~nks ,· t<;>L .th,e/ ride ~.in~,<
stem~ C-tiurch' this ''·Prriday?"' W yo'u i"aFe'
He_ritage Hill women
·
attractive and age 20 or older, please call
Time at 862-2714 (WorkO or 659 -3237
Janet is a space and so is her siamese
(Home).
twin.
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he didn't
-just
such.as Duke,
to come
schoolsAndre
want
because it was the easiest choice
or . because his brother was
-1 here. Yet, when the decision
finally went in favor of UNH
Arnold recalls, · "I was th~
:B.usa'!'~~:clut.. orp~t...\ ,
happie st dude on earth."
The benefits are not only for
.._H~-1~:hotes._
the younge r, siblings. Coach
·
· ~•ny ·styles a~11iiable. "<
.. Vignea u points that it wasn't
~
. . ·'!So- ~~
until they played togethe r that
the Flanag ans became starters .
In ihe Garron s' case, the
distrac tion Andre has caused
·) P~..(" J •ttDE R' ~
with his success has eased the
. . · 60.l..4J-t;.-&Jt9, ..: .
pressur e on Arnold .. Defensive
Backfield Coach Ed Pinkha m
feels that with people writing
··pro" all_ over Arnold , -sh~uing

1~f~hr~c.~~:-i.hir1.1
•~:sitlau-.-

/ ·WIIDSl!rtl::R

the spothlg ht will allow him to

End of Summer Clearance__Sale
- CLASSIC
COMP

ROCKET 103 2nds
$675° 0
6
ROCKET 99 2nds
_
1!
$850
$70000
,:
2nds
88
ET
ROCK

$80000
$82500

call
50% in advance by_Oct. 21st. Second half pd. ·o n delivery. In Durham,
1425
mark at 868-5241 or call 868M&M W,indsurfin g
Munsonvi llc. NH

.I'

(603) 847-3314
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.6114 Penn

--- -~- ~•,....-=,,.-==:..:=-=~~-Syracuse University's study abroad programs.

relax a bit dµring his final
season.
As a coach, ·Pinkha m cited
the gains the whole team
_deriyes from the family effect.
Durmg spring workouts-; t1ie
usually tedious 880 yard runs
are highlig hted by the annual
. Teeven s Rally. Sam and Tim
are neck and neck for the best
time in the event and whethe r
they ljke it or not, the duel
psyche s the whole team up.. Each set of brother s brings a
unique angle. The Garron s and
the Teeven s are on opposit e
•' ends 0£ the ball while the
_Flanag ans are joined on the
offense.

;,-

.

through

.
Study- in one of SU's 27 academic programs conducted in
Grants
s.
location
other
and
Spain
Italy,
England, France,
.
are available for a semester, a year, or a summer of foreign
to
ad
this
return
and
te
Comple
more?
learn
study. Want to
Michael .Calo, Division of Interna tional Programs Abroad ,
335 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210. (315) 423-3471.

- -- ---- ---- --- -- - - - -- ---- ---- ---- Name _ _ _~--- ---- --=- ---- =--Address _ _ _--::-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ __

_ Zip _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?tate _ _ _

a brother. in the .. sa~~
. Tim Teeven s, . a defensive having _can't--be overloo ked.
uniform
·
back: · prefers• the situatio n. He
Sam Teeveh s says,_1'-•J guess I
~elisp.es it in practic e when he can Jeel his ·(Tim's) pain more
gets to .hit older )Jrothe r Sam, a
than someon e else."
flank~r. Tim admits, "It.:S the
Tim knows that on a bad
o_nly time I get to hit him and he day, "Sam won't walk away."
.
doesn't hit back."
Ai:1-dre knows -who his biggest
Split End Andre Ga.rr~n, on
is. He recalls, "Arnol d is
fan
the
like
would
the ot};ler_·h and,
the first one out to
always
opport unity to play along side congra tulate me·."
Arnold , a safety. He feels-, ••we
As well, Andre admits
could accent each .other well."
g on the reassur ance of
countin
. The ~lanag ans,_stan_d side. by havin~ A~nol d n_ear by :•
side on the offensive line·. They· Srom_et-un.es · tpo1,1gh, •j t_-cap ~Qy
):Vo_uld have i! no other way. ' dangerous-. ·And.re· bS!lieves that
Neit_her ~ould <;:oach Vignei u, the,?th er teams may key
him
wh-o gives credit to the a bit extra when they see that
"comm unicati on the brother s Garron name across his back.
bring to the line.
. All six agree on one other
The Flanag ans feel it is more .
There is no better time
matter.
than just the commu nicatio n to l~avc a footba.H family th~n '
success
brings
that
-they share
dunng the off-season. The
to the offensive-line. Tom .and
advant ages of training , pushing
.
John agr~ed the added respect ea~h other and -keepin g the
and confide nce they have in
altitud e-up togethe r during the
e"!ch other as brother s is a
long~ tedious summe r months
bonus at a job that is oft-en are immeasurable.- ·
thankle ss ~ild relies heavily on
As Sam says,~'There are no
self-moti~~tion. They believe in nights off."
•.
·
each other one hundre d percent
when th~
y,
Saturda
This
.
an_d that is enough for these
Wildca ts hit the field, relax
·
·
.
two.
not seeing -double and
you're
Whatev er µiakes them work
overdo it at the
didn't
you
. so well, Jphn was probah iy ta_ilgating pijrty.· ·you are
right when 'h~ , suggest ed it si1t1:ply seeing the latest theory
might · be more than a bit of coachin g at work for UNH.
intimid ating to see Flanag an7 So far, it has · been double
Flanag an staring at you out of trouble for oppone nts and
a huddle,.
double pleasur e for the Wildca t
The morale booste r· of fans....,_

on

A More_Durable Extended Wear Lens
·
~
Announcing
DAY LEN·s
ao
~
·THe
··~
The NEW ,(_
Wur _
BAUSCN-&LOMB

: ,.
- ~
.i ' l r ~

0 .·

.

_· ~pprovad For 30 Days

High Tensile Strength makes B&L ,10
Superior to other .approved extended
LO( .
. wear lenses. A high-water lens, B&L
• .. _. .
a_lso ex~eeds the t~nsile strength of
daify wear len!•r
eadmg-.;
.
(lidofilcon A) , ~.n,

_,, . , {0

.

Soft Con~ Lenses
.

.

,Inquire For More Information

NARD·
S. -A:LIE & MEDOVER
.DR
DURHAM
7-Jenklns Ct.
HOURS: 9-5
868-1012

r..."1'

Progran:i of interest

-Mu so· FILM SERIES PRESENTS .. ~.

7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Ad.mission: $1.00
Sunda y, Septe mber 25th
Straff ord Room
MUB
in t_h eir
A nostal gic, funny , person al memo ir of a gro~p of young men
This
early 20's hangin g out at their favori te diner in Baltim ore; 1959.
bi.it
,
about
giggle
to
was a time _of innoce nce,~w hen ·s ex was some.t hing
never get, and friend ship .and loyalt y crucia l.

476 Central Ave.
HOURS: 9-5, Sat. 9-12
. 742-571$
.
CLOSED WEONESOA YS

·
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Brothers a plu s..

niatch.
, In doubles UNH took charge -,
of the match, winning all three
matches in straight sets. Noble
and Hyman combined for a 75, 7-6 -(7-2) win at the number
one position. Seibert and
Palumbo won the _.clinching
match 6-3, 6-3; and Hassett and
Hall finished the sweep with a
7-6 (7-4), 6-3 win.
"Everyone _is playing with.
much more confidence now,"
said Berry.
Dave Hall continued his
winningw ays as he brought his
singles record to 3-0 and he has
· combined .with Shaun Hassett
for , a perfect 3-0 record in
doubles.
"Dave has been our\ most
consistent player this year,"
said Berry.
UN H will host rival Maine
.
today at 3:00. "This is a big .
match for us. if we can win we •
wiJl be 3-J," added Berry;

Massachus etts. This deal is not
By Nancy Wogan .
new to th em.
"-I would love to hav:e a whole
New or not, there are
team of them," sighs University
of New Hampshire Offensive benefits of following one's
brother onto a tearri. Tim, the
Line Coach Grady Vigneau.
- A whole team of what? you-nger Teevens, remembers ,
Coach Vigneau refers to a ••1 walked on after Sam (alsq a
unique resource the Wildcats walk-on). The coaches'po sitive
possess this year. UN H can impression s of Sam made my
claim not one, not two, but entrance a lot easier."
Sam chuckles, "I paved the
three brother combinati ons in
way for him you could say."
_its gridiron ranks.
Co-Captai n · Arnold Garron
So · you can lay off the
· equipment men. · They did!l,'t admitted that before Andre
get lazy and just start decided to join tlieWiidcaisJ1e
duplicatin g names on the back was a bit hesitant about
of t'hose · jerseys: Check your · pushing his younger brother to
programs and 'you will see that come to UNH. However, it was
there is · an Arnold and an . a purely unselfish ·. move on
Andre Garron, a John and a . Arnold's . part. With offers
Tom Flanagan~ and not to be comin_g in_. fr~i:!!-'- ot~er top
BROTHE RS, page 22
confused either are the
Teevens, Sam and Tim. ·
Is this family rate football?
Did Head Coach Bill Bowes get
two for the price of one? No,
.but UNH is definitely getting a
deal with • its strategy of
convincing "little btoth_e r" to
come play with "'big brother."
Co-Captai n John Flanagan
puts it _b e_st when he describes · By Steve Langevin
his emotions preparing for an
The UNH men's tennis team
important game with younger made.it two straight wins with a
brother Tom at the next locker. 7-2 decision over UMASS on ·
. ~~Here's a big game,'~ s3:ys Wednesda y.
_
,John. "I'm -going to play. -My · -"We just keep improving ," ·
brother is going to play right commente d UNH coach Bob
. beside me. WOW - this is the_ · Berry. "It's great to win big
greatest."
once in a while:"
There is no disagreem ent
UNH jumped to a 4-2 lead
from the others. _
after singles play, as Dave
The· Teevens are the experts Palumbo~ Christian Siebert
on .families '_in footbafl. . Two . and Dave Hall all won -in
older brothers played together straight sets and Shaun Hassett
at Dartmout h and two _others was victorious in a three set
. were joined at Maine. ~s ~m~ny match ;r In the . other singles
as three T eevens were on · the matches _Steve Noble lost in
field at one time during their two close sets 7-6, 6-4 and T.J.
· high school years in Pembrnke , Hyman lost _a tough three set

Net men

dow n- -

UMass

SPO RTS SCHEDULE:
FRI-DA Y-Field Hockey at Harvard, 3 p.m.
·Men's Tennis vs. Maine at Home, 3 p.m.

SATUR DAY-Fo otball, vs. Holy Cross at Home, .
1 p.m.
Women' s Cross Country _ at Rhode · Island
Inva ta tional
I

.!

SCOREBOARD

FIELD HOCKE Y-Yale 1, UNH 0
SOCCE R-UNff 1, UMass 0
MEN'S TENNI S-UNH 7, UMass 2

.-..;. .

~

fflORIHNO LINE
'

. ' -·

___ ,.

-· -- -

-·-
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Steve
Lanaevin

Greg
Flemmina

Ray
Routhier

Old
Grad

UNH

UNH

UNH

HC

UNH

tJNH·

BU
by 6

BU

BU

BU

BU

BU

HU

UMass at
Harvard

UMass
by 1

Harvard

Harvard

Harvar·d

Harvard

Harvard

Harvard

UConn at
Yale

Yale
by 2

U,Conn

Yale

Yale

Yale
·, URI

Holy Cross at
UNH
Boston University at
Maine'

·l

Yale

Yale

'

Brown
iu by 3 .;~

Brown

Brown

URI

URI

URI

Illinois at
Michigan State

Michigan St.
by 7

Mich St.

Illinois

-Mich St.

Mich St.

Illinois

Mich St ,

West Virginia at
Boston College

Pick ·em
BC

BC

BC

BC

· W, Virginia

BC

Brown at
Rhode Island

~HJ

·,

.~

The Old Grad lost again last week, he was a pi!iful 2~5. This week's guest is Steve Damish,
former ~ports Editor of the New Hampsh_ire. He now works for Foster's Daily Democrat in
Dover.
..

.

UNH Footb at:l-:a;,' vs Hroly ·C ross
.S ~turd ay at 1 p. m.

Du rha m Red .Cr oss
•
~s
g1v
3 CH EE RS for UN H!
.

Cowe ll Stadi um

Steve
: Damish

Aaron
Ferraris

House
Line
HC
by 10

r

-
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·. · Sports.
Booters win, outlast Minutem en 1-0
•· By J. Barry Mothes
- Just ten minutes after kickoff a hustling Tim Linehan scored his first goal of the
season to give UNH a lead it
Wouldn't relinquish as the
Wildcats blanked N.E.'s 5th rankedU-Mass Minutemen 1-0
on Wednesday.
. . Peter ·S pie gal · fed the b_all
through a maze . of UM ass
defenders which Linehan ran
onto just 1n dme to poke it past
the oncommg goa1tenaer.
· Coach Garber was forced td
substitute frequently as the
unusual .late September heat
Lewis F)eld.
- covered
..
As has · been the case
· throughout most of the early
season, the defense was solid. ,
Scott True is seeing more
playing time daily which will
· only strengthen the backs unit
with Reusch, Neff and Proulx.
The Wildcat midfield
excelled in the second half
which allowed more offensive
chances and more importantly
.less opportunities for
Massachusetts. Eric Chinberg .
and John Moorman marked
their men well all afternoon.
Much of the credit in the 1-0
victory obviously goes to
goalkeeper Adam Chidekel.
Millard
Chid~kel came up with the big The Wildcat soccer team beat Ul\1ass, 1-0, at Lewis Field Wednesday. UMass was ranked was ranked 5th in N.E. (Jim
·
· · ·
·
·
··
·
saves when called upon, ., photo)
tracking down the dangerous
crosses and corner kicks that
came his way.
Coach Garber was pleased
advantage of scoring and · good passmg, however.- rebound from this loss with
with Wednesday's victory, By Lisa Sinafra
opportunities . was the key to they couldn't keep the pressure Yale. We can certainly make up
be
could
Over-confidence
"This was a big win for us and
momenlum didn't for the loss. The- team knows
continues a goal we decided to the word to describe the girl's Yale's win. We didn't threaten on Yale and
when we that we can't afford to lose ·
through
us
carry
as
often
as
keeper
goal
Yale's
·
to
lost
they
as
team
hockey
set for ourselves. That is to win field
opportuniscoring
foresaw
another game," said Didio.
all our home games. And-with 6 · Yale last Wednesday by a score we should have, we just didn't
a
was
there
Although
ties."
Although this game was
·
on."
e
pressur_
the
keep
out of the next IO here at home, of 1-0.
the · frustrating and a -bit of a let
The Wildcats had 14 · surge •. of · pressure from
Thisonlygoalwasaresulfof
that would open up some
Wildcats on the Yale women
chances for post-season play." . a penalty s.troke edged in by opportunities for a-penalty shot within the last seven or eight down, the team· is · optimistic
about it's future confrontaThe second game .of the one of Yale's better players but cam~ up short each time,
minutes of the game, the tions. The Yale game is behind
Wildcats' current three game about five minutes into the unlike Yale's defense, which
pressure wasn't enough to push
homestand will be played on . second period. The women's produced only five penalty the Wildcats to a victory. They them now and the team can't
afford to dwell on the '" loss.
demonstrated
This
shots.
Marisa
coach,
Tuesday Sept. 27, at Lewis field hockey
lacked. the poise, needed at the ·
Field. T_he opposition will be Didi? explained that their s~lf- another example · of the net and they became too Therefore, during practice, the
the Providence _Friars, who conf1_dence . wa~ a ma~or Wildcats' inability to take anxious about _winning the girls are going to concentrate
harder and prepare themselves
were recently ranked 9th in contnbutor to this loss which advantage of the ball in their
game. This was the key element mentally for Friday's game at
N.E. Garber says, "Providence· s~ould have been_labeled as a possession.
game for Yals!, . Harvard University.
"Don't get me w_rong," says of winning the
,
is always tough. We're glad we WI~.
looking J.o-r,.. a
"We're
play
not
did
girls
_"the
Didio,
ball
·
good
.
was
T~ere
have _these 4 or 5 days to
regroup and come out hard on handlmg on the f!eld, ~o~ever, . poorly many sense of the word .
•,. - th~ fact th_at the g1~_ls d1dn t take .,,. There was goo~ ball control
Tuesday."

Yale ends fie.I d hockey unbeaten _streak

W omen·' s tennis

Ups record to 3-0

The fle!d hockey's unbeaten streak _W?S halted by Yale, 1-0, •Wednesday.(Bob Fisher photo)
1

By Kathy Johnson
The undefeated women's
tennis team extended their
winning record to 3-0 on
Tuesday with a 7:.2 win over
Bowdoin.
"Everyone played hard and
showed poise," said Coach
Russ McCurdy, "but it wasn't a
smooth win, we won it any way
we could." ·
In singles, # 1 Amy _Walsh
defeated 'her opponent 6-3, 6-2
while teammate Sharon ,
Gibson easily knocked off her
opponent 6-0, · 6-0 in the #3
spot. Shelley Whi_te won her
match in three sets playing #4
singles and Ann Sherer in the
#5 spot took the win 6-1, · 6-1.
. Lee Robinson lost a tough
match in three_ sets playing #2
ori-the team. Debbie Liebson '
#6 singles, aiso lost her match'.'
"I saw some good drop shots
in the singles matches that I

liked," said Mccurdy. "We've
been practicing those all week ."
UNH was , victorious in all
three doubles matches. In the
# I -spot~ the · te-am of .Chris
Stanton and Wendy <;::rowe
played an excellent match to
defeat the Bowdoin pair.
Hilary Branch and Dianna
Fischer won their match 6-3 , 76 playing #2 doubles. The #3
doubles team of Lise! Banker
and Marney Dean won in three
·
sets, 7-5, 3-6, 6-2.
•·1t 's nice to win," said Coach
McCurdy, •• but I think we
could play better. We had the
advantage as it was Bowdoin's
first match / '
UNH will play Maine on
Saturday in what will be ··a
good test," according to
McCurdy. "We~ve already
beaten a good team in
Vermont. Hopefully, we can do .
as weli against Maine."

